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Murray, Ky., Wednesday

In Our 96th Year

Afternoon, November 26, 1975

The Murray Common Council last night
voted 8-2 (two members were absent) in
favor of purchasing a "mini-pumper" for
the Fire Department to replace the 1950
model white ladder truck presently
housing at the 16th St. substation.

oby Gerald Carter)

Alairiket

Council approval of the purchase of the
$22,118 piece of fire-fighting apparatus
came after considerable discussion on the
need for the new truck.
Mayor John E.Scott told the council that
Tony Gray of the Kentucky Insurance
Service Bureau ISB (the independent
agency that determines fire insurance
classifications for Kentucky cities) had
advised him in writing that with the addition of the mini-pumper, the LSB would
not recommend the addition of new apparatus until 1980-81 as long as the city's
situation "remains stable."
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ROBERTSON OPEN HOUSE—The Robertson Fourth Grade Chorus and Flag
Corps provided the entertainment for the annual Robertson School PTA open
house, held last night at the school. The chorus and flag corps were directed
by Mrs. Joan Bowker. Also included in the day's activities was a book fair,
where donated books were sold to raise money for playground equipment
for the school.
SLIM Photos by David Hill
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Nation Records Ninth Trade Surplus
WASHINGTON (AP) — A surge in
agricultural exports and a drop in the
volume of imported oil combined to give
the nation its ninth consecutive monthly
trade surplus in October, the government
said today.
The Commerce Department said exports exceeded imports during the month
by $1.076 billion, compared to a $976

County Board
To Meet At
---Nortfr*kpnday
The Calloway County Board of
Education will hold its regular monthly
meeting at the North Elementary School
next Monday night, December 1, at 7:00 p.
m.
Items on the board's agenda are approval of minutes and treasurer's report;
report from General Contractor regarding
new elementary schools; authorization of
claims; presentation of change order No. 2
on Central Office Building; presentation of
claim No. 5 for central office; receive bids
for Board's property insurance; elect
needed personnel and hear from
Superintendent William B. Miller
regarding transportation, intent to purchase new buses,"and visit to Oak Ridge
schools relating to improving professional
performance of school personnel.
The board plans to hold three more
meetings this year away from the board's
office as a public relations program to
inform the public of the manner in which
the school business is transacted. The
public is cordially invited to attend, a
spokesman said.

Rescue Squad
Answers Two
Alarms Tuesday
Volunteers of the Calloway County FireRescue Squad answered two county
alarms last night, the first being to the Old
Salem Road where a brush fire was
reported endangering a trailer around 6:30
p. m. yesterday.
Only one unit responded and the fire was
rapidly put under control. No damage was
reported to the trailer. Members answering the call were: Bud Miller, Max
Dowdy, Jim Green, Kenny Collins, lesse
Redden, Steve Ladd, Roger Hughes, and
Sam Smith.
The second alarm, turned in around 2:25
a. m. today sent firemen east to the Pottertown Road where they found a trailer
belonging to Phillip Hargrove engulfed in
flames. Firemen protected nearby
structures from flames but were unable to
save the previously involved trailer. The
Hargroves were reported to have left for
an Arkansas vacation yesterday. No one
was at home at the time of the fire.
Members answering were: Bernard
Steen, Bud Miller, Sam Smith, Floyd
Garland, Danny Parrish, Roger Hughes,
Loyd Key, and Steve Ladd.

million surplus in September.
The trade performance means exports
have run ahead of imports by a record
$9.497 billion so far this year, and a record
surplus for the entire year is a virtual certainty.
Although Commerce began keeping
trade records on a new basis in 1974, the
historical figures are roughly equivalent
and show a record annual surplus of 17.083
billion in 1964.
The performance, the result of the U.S.
economic recovery coming earlier and
stronger than in foreign countries, comes
after a 82.3 billion deficit in the trade accounts last year.
lhe oreiter-teetere le the October trade
figures, as through much of the year, were
American agricultural goods and heavy
machinery and imported oil.
Corn exports jumped $296 million and
soybean exports were up $68 million.
Machinery and transportation equipment combined were up $170 million, with
transpotation equipment — mostly
automobiles — accounting for $48 million
of the advance.
Imports of oil, meanwhile, slipped 5 per

crease. Imports advanced three-tenths of
a per cent, which was also the fifth consecutive monthly increase.
The performance of the nation's trade
accounts cushioned the impact of the
recession in the United States, but a continued hefty surplus could mean problems
in the world economy if U.S. imports don't
show a steady increase.
Much of the industrialized world depends on U.S. consumption of their exports to
help sustain their economy. Some foreign
'leaders have expressed concern that if the
U.S recovery isn't strong enough, their
own economies might suffer.

Savings Si34-ectacular
The Southside Merchants in Murray today launched a "Southside Savings
Spectacular' that will offer many bargains to area shoppers from now through
Christmas.
The Southside Merchants are displaying their bargains in a double page
spread on pages six and seven of today's Murray Ledger & Times.
Readers are invited to turn to the ads and check the bargains before planning
their Christmas shopping trips.

State Agencies Seeking $600 Million
In
get in-crease For Next 2 Years
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Few state
agencies have been heeding Gov. Julian
Carroll's edict for a "zero continuation"
budget.
Instead of holding the line as the governor exhorted them to do, the bureaucrats
have sought an aggregate $600 million
more for the next two fiscal years to
operate the government.
"The governor's directive has been
largely ignored," Rep. Carl Nett, DLouisville,said Tuesday.
Nett is a member of a special legislative
Budget Review Committee which met for
the second time to examine budget requests for 1976-78.
Some agencies have not even bothered to
meet the statutory deadline of Nov. 15 for
submitting their requests,so the total is incomplete.
A legislative research commission
breakdown shows:
—Agencies have asked for 8287.2 million
more in fiscal 1976 and $312.1 million more
in fiscal 1977 than the predicted state income for the general fund, which finances
most state services.
—The requests for road fund monies,
which finance highway operations, maintenance and debts, exceed fiscal 19/6 pro)-

Fiscal Court
Discusses New
Highway Barn

The Calloway County Fiscal Court met
Tuesday to discuss plans for a county road
barn to be built in coming months.
Several area officials, including Buddy
Smith, McCracken County Road Engineer,
were also at the meeting to advise the
court on plans for the barn.
Smith, who is in the process of building
such a structure in McCracken County,
Cloudy with chance of light snow or
brought along his plans and drawings for
flurries this morning changing to rain
reference by the court.
today. Cold with occasional snow showers
The building will be located east of the
WO!, Cloudy Thursday with snow
shoiyers'encruig dui** the morning. High— intersection of Fourth and Sycamore Streets, on a 10.7 acre tract of land purWay and Thursday in the upper 30s. Low
tonight in the mid to upper 20s. Friday - chased six months ago by the court from
Hoyt Roberts.
mostly cloudy and a little warmer.

Chance of Snow

cent in October. Importers apparently
stockpiled foreign oil in September in anticipation of price increases by the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countires.
So far this year, the volume of imports of
petroleum and petroleum products is off
by 1.5 per cent from 1974 and makes this
the second consecutive year of a decrease.
The value of the imported oil, however, is
up by $650 million, or 3.2 per lent, because
of higher prices.
The Commerce figures showed that exports for the month were up by 1.3 per
cent, the fifth consecutive monthly 'In-

ected income by $9 million and fiscal 1977
by $8 million.
The committee hopes to make a series of
recommendations by the time the 1976
General Assembly convenes next month.
In general, members appeared to support Carroll's directive that no additional
money be sought unless it can be justified
as essential.
Agencies customarily ask for far more
money than they know they will receive.
The governor then draws up a budget
which a legislature usually approves
almost intact.
This time, the legislature is taking a
more active role in the budget process—at
least to the point of studying trends before
the governor draws up a budget.
However, the lawmakers acknowledge
their influence is limited.
One conunittee member said Tuesday it
may be impossible to analyze current
requests with any degree of accuracy
because of restricted time and manpower.
The legislature has no budget analysts and
relies on the LRC staff for information.
The committee also received projections
for the next two fiscal years which indicate
general fund receipts will grow by about 10
per cent the first year and 9 per cent the
second year.
At the same time, the rate of inflation—based on federal forecasts—was
estimated at 6 and 5 per cent for those
years.
Road fund receipts are expected to fall
next fiscal year by more than 9 per cent,
then recover the following year and rise by
perhaps 4 per cent.
The reason for the predicted road fund
decline is an expet.ted change in the law
under which the state collects the 5 per

cent motor vehicle usage tax OD the sticker
price of a new car.
The proposed revision would make
allowance for a trade-in, thereby cutting
the tax received by the state by tens of
millions of dollars. Currently the buyer
must pay the entire sticker price regardless of his trade m's value.
The LRC staff report said:
"Although the decline in road fund
receipts will be more than off-set by
growth in general fund receipts, it will be
necessary for the general fund to subsidize
the road fund because demands upon the
road fund are expected to grow sharply
during the next few years."
(See Budget, Page 121

Scott said that Gray indicated that if the
city did not renair or replace the white
ladder truck that "we stand to lose our
rating."
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper told the council
that it would cost $4,000-$5,000 to get the old
truck in "class A shape," but he added that
the company that built the truck was no
longer in business and the availability of
parts is a problem.

effect the outside boundaries of Tucker's
property.
Murray Natural Gas System supt.
Tommy Marshall advised the council that
the gas system would be forced to raise
local rates sometime in the future. Marshall said he expected the rate increase to
be in the 5 per cent to 6 per cent range and
said it would be needed so that the system
could ''meet our obligations."

Civitans To
Hold District
Meet At Lodge
The second district Council Meeting of
Kentucky's Civitan clubs this year is
scheduled Friday and Saturday at Lake
Barkley Lodge, Cadiz, with Calloway
County Judge Bob Miller to be the featured
speaker at the Saturday luncheon
highlighting the two-day session.
Also addressing the delegates at the
luncheon will be Civitan International's
Zone 7 Vice President Lorin Robinson, of
Dayton, Ohio.
The meeting will open with registration
from 3 to 8 p. m. Friday, with the Cadiz and
Murray clubs sponsoring the hospitality
room.
Entertainment for Civitans and their
families is scheduled at 8 p. m. Other
activities Friday night include a Forward
Planning Committee meeting at 6:15 p. m.
with Chairman Gary Dean, Frankfort, and
an Executive Committee Meeting at 7 p.
m. with District Gov. Jack Keeney,
Owensboro.
Saturday's activities will begin with the
Governor's Breakfast and Cabinet
Meeting at 7 a. m. followed with the
council's call to order at 8:30 a. m.
Don Alley,pripaidant efehe MEM"Club,
will present the welcome to Lake Barkley,
with Gov.-Elect Coffield Vance, Murray,
giving the response.
Other reports and items of business are
scheduled from then until 10:10 a. m.,
when three workshops will get under way.
The workshops will be: Membership and
Retention, conducted by Dick Lang, a
member of the International President's
Committee on Civitan Goals and Objectives; Projects and Community Service, led by Wayne Williams, Murray,
district director of Projects and Community Service; and, Communications
and Publicity, conducted by Carl
Moreland, Frankfort, district director of
Communications and Publicity.
The workshops will continue until 11:45
a. m., with delegates attending any two of
the sessions.
Reports then will be presented by the
Area Lieutenant Governors, followed by
the Governor's report and other items of
business.
The luncheon, with Miller and Robinson
speaking, is scheduled for 1 p. m., with
adjournment of the Council Meeting expected about 2:30 p. m.
Activities for wives of delegates
Saturday morning include breakfast with
Mrs. Martha Keeney, wife of Gov. Keeney,
at 9 a. m., and a flower show, under the
direction of Juaaita's Flower Shop, at 10 a.

"I think we're throwing away $22,000,"
councilman W. R. Furches said. He explained by saying that he did not feel the
city had the money to spend on a new truck
and he also felt the new truck was not
necessary at this time.
Furches and councilman Fred Workman
cast the two nay ballots. Voting for the
purchase of the new truck were council
members Melvin Henley, Art Lee, Ed
Chrisman, Jo Crass, Howard Koenen, Tom
Rushing, Rex Alexander and Dave Willis.
A scheduled hearing for fireman Gary
Nance, was not held at the request of
Nance, who indicated in a letter to Mayor
Scott that he was willing to accept the
mayor's recommended discipline and
reduction in rank without a hearing. Nance
was reprimanded for missing a fire call
during a regular shift.
The council approved Scott's recommendation that Nance be suspended
without pay for three shifts and that he be
lowered in rank from a lieutenant to a
regular fireman.
Mrs. Jo Crass announced her
resignation from the council but a few
minutes later, she was appointed as
"temporary assistant city clerk" for the
remainder of the year.
Mayor Scott announced that City Clerk
Stanford Andrus was planning to retire in
January and he suggested that the council
appoint someone to the newly created
position so that they could learn the intricacies of the office. City attorney Wells
Overbey pointed out that the appointment
would only be effective until the first of the
year at which time the newly elected
council would name a city clerk and a city
attorney.
The council approved a recommendation from the Murray Planning
Commission that an amendment be drawn
changing the legal description of property
owned by Don Tucker in the north annex,
City Planner Dan Grimes reported that the
legal description on record did not fit m.
either Tucker's plat or the city base map.
Babysitting service also will be provided
The change in legal description does not Friday night and Saturday morning.
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CENTURY CLUB PLANNERS: Sixteen members of the(alloway County Alumni Scholarship Century Club planning committee were on hand Tuesday to outline the club's fund raising campaign for 1976. Shown in session at the Holiday Inn
are, from left Walter Apperson, Ron Beshear, Dr. Hal Houston, Mrs. Emma Sue Hutson, Miss Rubie Smith, General Chairman John Edd Walker of Mayfield, and Dr. Harry M. Sparks, last year's general chairman. Others present were-. Guy
Billington, Gary Boggess, BM Boyd, Josiah DamaR,Dave Dixon, Chairman 'ark Gardner, Da,14Strohecker and Murray State.
Alumni/Director Mancil Vinson. Last year, the Calloway Countians' 73 Century Club members contributed more than
$10,600 to the annual program, which provides 5500 one-year scholarships for deserving high school seniors wishing to
attend Murray State
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Gallant Lakers Battle To End
But Lose To Hickman County
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Happy New Year! Bet you
didn't even know you missed
Christmas did ya?
A week or so before the
basketball season opened,
Calloway County High School
Coach David King said he expected his team to jell into a
pretty good club. But he didn't
really expect it until after the
new year since center Greg
Byers was recovering from a
stomach operation.
Actually, there are 35 more
days left this year. But if you go
by King's calendar, it's

ABOVE THE BIG MAN — When it comes to jumping, 5-10 taker senior David WiMoms (14) can loop with
anyone. And anyone includes 6-5 folks such as Hickman County's Tim Larkin (22). Williams had 15 paints in
the game.

Pro Basketball
At A Glance

(Stuff Photos by Illa• lireetee)

BOTTLED UP — Greg Byers (SO) of the takers, making his first appearance of the season, is all bottled
after pulling down an offensive rebound. Covering for Hickman County are David Dixon (left) and Tony
Workmen (25).
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Let Us Entertain You!
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By The Associated Press
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB
Philphia
10 5 .667 —
Boston
8 5 .615 1
Buffalo
9 6 .600 1
New York
6 12 .333 5/
1
2
Central Division
Atlanta
9 6 .600 —
Washington
7 6 .538 1
N.Orleans
7 7 .500 11
/
2
Houston,
6 8 .429 2
Cleveland
6 10 .375 3/
1
2
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Detroit
8 5 .615 —
Milwaukee
6 9 .400 3
K.C.
.4 7 .36.1 3
Chicago
3 11 .214 $V2
Pacific Division
L.A.
12 6 .667 —
G.State
10 5 .667 '2
Seattle
9 8 .529 2 2
Phoenix
5 6 .455 3'
Portland
6 9 .400 4/
1
2
Tuesday's Results
Seattle 128, New York 127, OT
Philadelphia
109,
Golden
Sale 108
Houston 100, Washington 89
Cleveland 98, Chicago 94
Wednesday's Games
Seattle at Boston
Washington at Houston
Alanta at New Orleans
Los Angeles at Portland
Kansas City at Detroit
Buffalo at Phoenix
Thursday's Games
Kansas City at Cleveland
New York at Washington
Golden State at Milwaukee
ABA
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
10
Kentucky
4 .714 —
N.Y.
9 5 .643 1
St.Louis
7 8 .467 3/
1
2
Virginia
3 13 .188 8
West Divition
Denver
10
4 .714
Indiana
10 • .714 —
San Antnio
8 4 .667 1 4
U•ari
2 12 .143 8
Tuesday's Result
Kentucky 125, U•ah 123, 2 OT
Wednesday's Games
Kentucky at Denver
S. Louis at Indiana
San Antonio vs. Virgin.a a•
Hampton
Thursday's Game
Kentucky at Utah

Holiday Matinees
Thur, thru Sun. - Capri & Cheri

A
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January. Calloway County has
already jelled into a solid team.
There's only one problem.
The Lakers haven't won yet.
After dropping a heartbreaking
83-77 game at Carlisle County 10
days ago, the Lakers fell 6645 at
Hickman County Tuesday
night.
The final margin of 11 points
is more than deceiving. The
game was tied going into the
final period. Matter of fact, the
Lakers actually led in the last
quarter.
Then Hickman County broke
on top by four points and
midway through the final
frame, the Lakers were forced
to take some bad shots in order
to catch up. For the fans who
aren't familiar with Hickman
County, a four-point lead
halfway through the last
quarter is at least a 10-point
lead to any other club.
That was part of the story of
the game. The other part was
just fantastic individual efforts
and
again,
mid-season
basketball in November.

Larkin finished with 26 points,
hitting 13 of 17 fielders.
"He just turned 17. He was a
16-year-old senior when school
started," Ray said.
"He came here from Missouri
as a sophomore and had never
played organized basketball.
He's not polished yet. I'd like to
see him grow a couple of more
inches and gain about 20 more
pounds and he'd make
somebody a pretty good college
player.
Junior guard Tommy Futrell
"He's doing the overpowering
scored 25 points for the Lakers,
hitting 12 of 19 attempts from
the floor. And if defense counted
on the scoreboard, Futrell
would have surely set some kind
of a new record.
Six times in the contest, he
cleanly stole the ball away from
opposing guards. And we might
add good guards at that. But
Tommy Futrell isn't a good
guard.
He's more than good. He
might, to the surprise of the
folks up in Louisville who pick
out good players without ever
seeing them play, be one of the
very best guards in the state.
"He always plays a great
game against us," said Hickman County Coach Dale Ray.
"He plays hard and is always
in good condition. Matter of
fact, I believe he could play two
games in one night and
probably play better in the
second one."
The other Laker guard is
senior David Williams. He hit
seven of 11 shots and finished
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24
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Weinman Caerty
Ig ft
iP
Barclay
6 5 3 17
Humphreys
1 0 0 2
Larkin
13 0 183
Workman
1 2 0 4
Harper
4 1 3
Dixon
2 2 3 6
Motley
1 0 0 2
Totals
10 86
Calloway Co.
13 13 18 11-55
Hickman Co.
III 11 15 23-86
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Team
The Winner
The Men
Gutter Getti
Four Aces
All Stars .
Just Paseaf
The Losers.
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All Stars ...
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Mildred Hodge
215
193
Verona Grogan
183
Faye Hurt
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Mildred Hodge
260
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Marie Jacobacia
Verona GroganZU
High Ind. Series(SC)
538
Mildred Hodge
Faye Hurt
416
Verona Grogan
492
High lad.Series(NC(
643
Mildred Hodge
621
Faye Hurt
611
Pat Willett
High Averages
156
Wands Nance
156
Marge Hinman
154
Verona Grogan
152
Mildred Hodge
147
Betty Dixon
147
Mary Harris
147
Barbara Alexander
144
Zandra Barrow
144
Nete Burnhasn
141
Faye Hurt
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Beane
Wells
Futrell
Williams
D. McCiuston
Byers
Stinson
Totals
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25%
Open 6:45-Start 7:15
Thur. thru Sun.
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STEEL BELTED RADIAL
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Calloway County led for much
of the first half. They went into
the locker room at intermission
trailing just 29-26. The last
Laker lead of the game came
when Williams hit a 15-footer
early in the last frame to put
Calloway in front 49-48.
Then Robert Barclay hit on a
three-point play at the 6:27
mark of the game and Hickman
County regained the lead for
good.
The Falcons never really did
control the tempo of the game
early in the season," Ray said.
"We don't know the other
teams well enough and for that
matter, we don't know our own

kids well enough. But I expect
before the season is over we will
be a pretty good club.
As for the Falcons, the
coaches in the First Region
already think Hickman County
is a good club. The Falcons
were ranked fourth in the preseason coaches' poll.
Calloway County will play
again next Tuesday night when
they host a tough Dawson
Springs team in the home
opener. And as for the Lakers,
as the season wears on, win or
lose, the future looks bright.

David Win
Phillip Adai
Ronnie Hat
David BIM
Ronnie Hat
Phillip Ada

1.65-13 Tubeless Whitewa I I

OTHER SIZES AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS

SPECIAL

imPETF_R USTINOV HELEN HAVES
—Showtimes-Cinderella
7:20+ 2:30Thur. thru Sun.

things but a lot of little things he
doesn't do," Ray added.
Though Larkin did have a
fantastic game, it wasn't really
him that beat the Lakers. A
couple of defensive breakdowns
late in the game made the
difference.
"It's getting to be like Kentucky's football team...we're
playing people close but losing.
We really need to win a game
soon," King said.
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with 15 points. And when you
have two guards like Futrell
and Williams on the same team,
you ,have to feel good inside,
even though the Lakers are 0-2
on the year.
And to even make things
better for Calloway County
fans: Greg Byers came into the
game with 2:21 left in the
second quarter. He played the
rest of the game.
Byers did not score. But he
played a tremendous defensive
game and hit the boards hard
against 6-5 senior Tim Larkin of
Hickman County.
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Proven on the Tough Roads of the World!
We've matched these tires against the Baja, East Africa,
Greece, and Morocco ... and come out running! That's because they're built tough! 2 steel belts and 2 rayon radial
plies team-up for traction, mileage andoutstanding durability.
Sears Highway Passenger Tire Warranty
Full Warranty for 10% of Mileage Specified
If you do not receive 10% of miles specified because of
your tire becoming uneerviceable due to failure apparently
relating to the material or workmanahip, normal road
hazard. or tread wearout. replecennent or refund will be
made, upon return, with no charge for mileage received
Limited Warranty
If you do not receive the total miles specified becouee of
your tire becoming unserviceable due to failure apparently
relating to the material or workmanship, normal road
hazards or tread wearout: we will exchange it upon return.
for a new time or give you a refund charging in either case.
only the proportion of the then current selling price plus
Federal Excise Tax that represents mileage used.
Nail punctures will be repaired at no charge.

114 No 15th St
Phone /53 3242
Met" to Warlii. 800t Store)

•Price Is Catalog Price

-SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE

ElAholoofRopr
MOE

•Delivery and Installation Not Included

MEAS.ROCIDICIL AND CO

Southside Shopping Center - 753-1310

David Willi)
David Mlvi
Phillip Adel
Phil Bintee
Jessie NUM
San?Smith
Bryan Scott
Ramie liar
Teddy Alex
Don Mudd.
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Fred Lynn, AL Rookie Of Year And
Now Most Valuable Player In AL

Three More Bowl Berths Will Be
Determined After This Weekend
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By HERS'CHEL NISSENSON.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) - Who
says the bow I games line up
their teams too early? After
all, the Rose, Cotton, Fiesta,
Astro-Bluebonnet and liberty
still aren't sure of both their
teams.
The reason is the complicated
races in the Pacific-8, Southwest and Western Athletic Conferences. The three SWC contenders - Texas A&M, Texas
and Arkansas - will all be in a
bowl somewhere, but either
UCLA or California in the Pac8 and Arizona State or Arizona
in the WAC will stay home for
the holidays.
At least three of the remaining bowl berths will be decided
this weekend but the Cotton
and Liberty may have to wait a
week. We'll try to predict them
for you in advance.
Last week's score was a dismal 33-21-2 for a .611 percentage. For the season, its
518-212-16-.710.

Texas at Texas A&M: If
Texas wins, the Longhorns go
to the Cotton Bowl and the Aggies head for the Bluebonnet. If
A&M wins, it's Texas to the
Bluebonnet and the ,Aggies vs.
Arkansas Dec. 6 for the Cotton,
with the loser winding up in the
Liberty. Got it? Awww, let's
wrap it up now, Darrell ...
Texas 17-16.
Alabama-Auburn at Birmingham: Despite all the fuss over
the bowl match-ups, Bear
Bryant says he doesn't think
'Barna deserves a bowl bid
-unless we beat Auburn." Back
in August, they thought this one
might be for the national championship but Shug Jordan, one
of the true gentlemen of college
football, seems likely to bow
out with a 3-6-2 log. Whatever
his future plans, Shug deserves
better than ... Alabama 28-7.
Arizona at Arizona State:
"We've played the whole season for this last game," says
Arizona Coach Jim Young.
What he means is the winner
goes on to represent the WAC
in the Fiesta Bowl against Nebraska while the loser stays
By The Associated Press
home. It says here that by the
The Top 15 in The Associated time Arizona gets to Phoenix Press college division football actually Tempe - the winner
poll, with first place votes in will be ... Arizona State 21-14.
parentheses, season records
UCLA vs. Southern Califorand total points. Points based nia: John McKay will think of
on 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
something, won't he? Won't
1.TexasA&I 29) 10-0-0 368 you, John? Give me Liberty or
9-0-0326 give me Tampa. Give me ...
2.N.Dakota (6)
9-1-0 283 Southern Cal 20-17.
3.Grambling ( 1)
4.W.Kentucky
9-1-0 236
Army-Navy at ._Philadelphia:
5.N.Michigan ( 1) 10-1-0 191 Army's Homer Smith says
9-1-1 175 there's really no such thing as
6.Boise St.
99 an upset in this rivalry. And
10-0-0
7.Ithaca ( 1)
72 you know something, he's right
10-1-0
8.Wittenberg
70 ... Navy 24-7.
9.Henderson St. 10-1-0
62
9-2-0
10.N.Iowa
Vanderbilt at Tennessee: Up9-2-0
56 set Special of the Week .:.
11 Lehigh
42 Vandy 16-13.
7-2-0
12.JacksonSt.
39
8-2-1
13.E.Kentucky
21
9-1-0
14.Bettuie-Clunn
19
8-3-0
15.Delaware

College Poll
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WATCH
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41,
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Burleson Sparks Knicks To Win,
Gilmore Scores 45 For Colonels

_

Pro Football
At A Glance

Bowling
Standings

High Team Came(BC)
All Stars
Gutter Getters
All Stars
High Team Series(SC)
Gutter Getters
All Stars
The Winners.
High Team Series(NC)
All Stars
Gutter Getters
The Winners
High Ind. Gone(SC)
David 1311vin
David Eilivin
David Williams
High Ind. Game(HC) David lialvin
David Minn
Ronnie Harrison
Kevin Mott
High Ind.Sarin(SC)
David 'Blinn
......
Phillip Adams
Ronne Harrison
High hid.Series(21C)
David Eilivin
Ronnie Harrison
Phillip Adams
High Averages
David Willianai
David Mak
Phillip Adams
Phil Badmen
Jesse Darnell
=Smith
Scott
Ronnie Harrison
Teddy Alexander
Don Yodel

The 23-year-old Lynn, a prod- was also third in the RBI race
By KEN RAPPOPORT
uct of the University of South- with 105 and showed good powAP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - In- ern California who makes his er with 21 home runs.
"I am very honored that the
valuable Fred Lynn of the Bos- home in El Monte, Calif., finton Red Sox, earlier named ished second in the batting race baseball writers have chosen
Rookie of the Year, added the behind Carew. The lithe, young me as their Most Valuable
American League's Most Valu- outfielder had a .331 average Player of the American
able Player award to his trophy and led the league in runs League," Lynn said. "It is the
case today in an unprecedented scored with 103 and in doubles most prestigious award that a
player can earn. To achieve
vote by the Baseball Writers with 47.
Lynn, a premier defensive this in my first season is a very
Association of America.
Boston's stylish center fielder outfielder famous for spectacu- pleasant surprise and a big
became the first player in base- lar sliding and diving catches, thrill."
ball history to win both coveted
prizes in his first year and his
169-point victory margin over
Kansas City first baseman John
Mayberry represented the largest in the 45-year history of the
MVP prize.
IfIlfh.111, 1 1
In this year's National
FREE FOR THE EFFORT - ft leaks sort of like everyotie is jest waiting to see what the basketball is going
\.111,1 11,11
to do as Tim Larkin (22) of Hickman County isn't even reaching for the ball Don McCuiston (41) of the League MVP voting earlier this
Leiters tried to catch it but the ball wound up out of bounds. Portia/ blocked by Larkin is Tommy FutreN of week, second baseman Joe
Your choke Limited
Morgan of the Cincinnati Reds
the lakers who hod a superior game with 25 points.
1 points
won the prize by 167,
$99Quantity
over Philadelphia outfielder
Greg Luzinski, which until today represented the largest plu\11
rality in history.
,010‘. yr'
Only one other rookie ever
came close to winning the
MVP. That was Pete Reiser of
the old Brooklyn Dodgers, who
finished second behind teammate Dolph Camith in 1941.
Lynn, the third straight outfielder to win the AL's top
prize, was the only player
10 Li8
named on all 24 ballots of the
special BBWA committee. He
received 22 of the first-place
votes and two for second to finish with a total of 326 points.
Mayberry, whose name appeared on 22 ballots, was runner-up with 157 points. Jim
said the veteran. "But he has a secutive defeat.
Rice, Lynn's rookie teammate
By The Associated Press
The Bulls, who equalled their in the Red Sox outfield, was
Don't shoot at Tom Burleson. nice touch for such a big fellongest losing streak ever, third with 154 points while Rolllow."
It's likely to get him mad.
In the other NBA games, the overcame a 16-point deficit late ie Fingers, the Oakland relief
Neal Walk made that mistake
Philadelphia
76ers beat the in the third quarter before in- ace, received the remaining
Tuesday night and Seattle's big
consistent shooting enabled first-place votes and finished
Noe
.
man turned on him and the rest Golden State Warriors 109-108,
Cleveland to win.
trimmed
Rockets
Houston
the
129
points.
fourth
with
of the New York Knicks with
Colonels 125, Stars 123
Rounding out the top 10 were
ferocity. The result was a 128- the Washington Bullets 100-89
Artis Gilmore poured in 45 Oakland outfielder Reggie
Cavaliers
Cleveland
and
the
127 overtime National Basketpoints, including Kentucky's Jackson, pitcher Jim Palmer of
ball Association victory for the whipped the Chicago Bulls 98last six, to lead the Colonels to the Baltimore Orioles, New
By The Associated Press
94.
SuperSonics.
National Football League
In the only American Basket- a thrilling double-overtime vic- York Yankee catcher Thurman
"I got pretty upset with myThursday's Games
ball
Association game played, tory over Utah. The 7-foot-2 Gil- Munson, Milwaukee first baseafter
allowBurleson
said
self,"
Colonels tripped more put Kentucky ahead in man George Scott, second baseKentucky
Los Angeles at Detroit
the
ing Walk to score 15 points in
Bel-Air Shopping
the second extra period 121-119 man Rod Carew of Minnesota
Buffalo at St. Louis
the first quarter. "I figured I the Utah Stars 125-123 in double
with a stuff, added two free and outfielder Ken Singleton of
Sunday's Games
overtime.
Open Till 8:30 Fri. Hite 4.
better do something."
throws and with 1:27 left set- Baltimore. In all, 31 players reHouston at Cincinnati
He did, all right. The sevenBurleson's 35 points included tled the issue with another
'Diamonds Slightly Enlarged to Show Exquisite Dela
New Orleans at Cleveland
ceived votes.
footer held Walk to just six
Pittsburgh at New York Jets points the rest of the way and six in overtime and helped the stuff
San Francisco at Phila- then went on a scoring spree Somcs put the Knicks away.
Walt Frazier sparked the
himself.
Knicks in the final period with
City at HaAtimeire
'Burleson wound up with a six field goals and Earl Monroe
New York Giants at Dallas
game-high 35 points, the high- scored the final points to end
Chicago at Green Bay
est of his career in the two regulation time tied at 116-116.
San Diego at Denver
years he's been out of North
76ers 109, Warriors 108
Atlanta at Oakland
Carolina State.
Fred Carter hit a 25-foot
Minnesota at Washington
"He's a big guy and hard to jump shot at the buzzer to give
Monday's Games
handle," said New York Coach Philadelphia its victory over
New England at Miami,a
Red Holtzman. 1"We tried to Golden State. The defending
pick him up, keep him boxed NBA champion Warriors had
Faces Hearing
out. It's tough to stop when a taken a 108-107 lead on Charles
ATLANTA (AP) - Atlanta big guy gets inside you."
Dudley's two free throws with
Falcons' quarterback Kim
This is The Ice Radial Goodyear advertises on network TV. The Ice
Walk was impressed with the three seconds left before Carter
McQuilken faces a Dec. 17 traf- big man's performance, too.
Radial that handles snow and slush, sleet and ice - without metal
came through for the 76ers.
fic court hearing on charges of
One reason is a tread compound so flexible it keeps right on
studs.
-He's a young basketball
Rockets 100, Bullets 89
speeding and driving under the player and has a lot to learn."
working when the weather hits zero. Another reason is Flexten cord Calvin Murphy poured in 24
influence of alcohol.
pound for pound, five times stronger than steel Double Flexten cord
of his game-high 32 points in
s aniiTaltattoostruction help keep the tread in firm, shoulder-toMcQuilken, Who was arrested
-Sellout Came
the second half to lead Houston
-shoulder contact on winter roads Price reduction on entire line.
Tuesday, was quoted by a Falover
Washington. Murphy
cons spokesman as saying he
DALLAS(AP)- The Dec. 13
Use F-32 Radials on front wheels too for the best performance
took a police test for driving National Football League game drove through the Bullets deia oil kind.s_of winter driving conditions.
under-the -influence, and that between the Dallas Cowboys fense for 12 points in the third
the alcohol content of his blood and the Washington Redskins in period and added another dozen
in the fourth as the Rockets
was within the legal limit.
Texas Stadium is officially a
McQuilken, 24, began the pre- sellout, club officials announced won for the first time in eight
tries at the Capital Centre.
season as the National Football Tuesday.
Cavaliers 98, Bulls 94
League team's No. 1 quarterThe 2:30 p.m., CST, game beCampy Russell and Jim
back, but lost the job to rookie tween the National Conference
NEW
WHITEWALL
WHITEWALL
NEW
PRICE
PRICE
Steve Bartkowski.
SO
SIZE
Eastern Division rivals will be Chones sparked a fourth-quarter comeback that lifted Clevenationally televised and the
$17.52
8R78-13
$51.35
HR78-15
land over Chicago and handed
local blackout will be lifted.
JR78-15 N
$70.04
;53.41
DR78-14
the Bulls their ninth con$73.13
LR78-15
ER78-14
$54.33
$54.93
$511.74
CR70-13
FR78-14

MICHELSON S

Asi=

New F32
All Winter Radial
For A Firm Grip On Winter Without Studs

Prices Cut

DeLoach And McFarland Named
To All-Conference Grid Team

s4.201
SAVE
Men's Suede-leather Casual.
Gold. Padded Collar. Cushion
Insole. Regular $1397.

77
Pricsas Good
thru Saturdin

sis.201
SAVE
Genuine Leather Brigade
Boys'
Boot, Brown. Brass-studded
/
2-3
Trim. Reg. $13.97. Sizes 81

9"
*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Caro
Ceater
AO.

is-7 Mon.-Thies.
9-11Set

10-8 Friday
te Sun.

GM to know us.: you'll like tisk

Murray State University has had two of its football players
named to the All-Ohio Valley Conference Team.
Senior wide receiver Willie DeLoach was named to the offensive team while sophomore defensive back Eddie McFarland was named to the defensive team.
DeLoach caught 23 passes for 405 yards and two touch
downs while McFarland had 70 tackles and 35 assists. Alsc.
McFarland came up with five interceptions this season.
Don Wade of Tennessee Tech was named as the coach of
the year. The Golden Eagles posted an 8-3 record and
received a share of first place in the conference.
Linebacker Rick Green of Western Kentucky was selected
as the defensive player of the year. A probably All-American
Green had 103 tackles and 64 assists this year for the Hilltoppers.
Mike Moore of Middle Tennessee was named as the offensive player of the year. Moore, a sophomore fullback,
compiled 1,247 yards this season in 212 carries. In two games.
Moore rushed for 212 yards and 197 yards, breaking the MTSU school record of 176.
Here is the All-Conference offensive team: Joe Alvino,
guard, Eastern; Chip Carpenter, guard, Western; Robyn
Hatley, tackle, Eastern; Sheroid Barrett, tackle, Western:
Ed Burns, tackle, Tennessee Tech; Mike Moore, runningback, Middle; Scott McCallister, runningback Eastern;
Elmo Boyd, wide receiver, Eastern; Willie DeL1Fach, wide
receiver, Murray State; Keith Mescher, tight end, Morehead
State; Gary Perdue, quarterback, Tech: and Murray Cunningham, placekicker, Tech.
Here is the All-Defensive Team: Rick Green, linebacker,
Western; Pee Wee Brown, linebacker, East Tennesscw
Howard Stidham, linebacker, Tech; Keith Tandy, linemar,
Western; Tony Plavich, lineman, Tech; Junior Hardman.
lineman, Eastern; John Csir,lineman, Middle; Charles Norman, lineman,..1'-ast Tennessee:Morehead; John Leathers, back, Western! F,ddie McFarland, back, Murray State; and Walt Herod, punter.
Western

GR78-14

$51.13

HR78-14

;fall

GR78-15

_

$62.16
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$43.111
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$4144

Plus $1.63 to $365 F (.T.per tire depending on size No I ade needed

Check - If we sell out of your size we
will issue you a rain check, assuring future
delivery at the advertised price.
Rain

8 Ways to Buy
•Cash•Goodyear Revolving Charge
•our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard
•American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores

Oil,Lube & Filter
$888

Up to 5 qts of major
brand multi-grade oil

• Complete chassis
lubrication, oil change
and filter
• Helps ensure long
wearing parts & smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks

South 12th

& Glendale

Reg_ Store Hours: Mon.

Engine
Tune-Up
• With electronic equipment our
drofessionals fine-tune your en'gine, installing new points. plugs
A condenser ix Helps maintain a
smooth running engine for maximum gas mileage •Includes Datsun, Toyota, VW & light trucks

Brakes
lour Choice
2-Wheel Front Disc: Install newil
front disc brake pads • Repack anti
inspect front wheel bearings • In-:
sped t hydraulic system and rotors!:
(does not include rear wheels}
OR
4-Wheel Drum-Type: Install nev4
brake linings all four wheels • Rie.-t
pack front wheel bearings • Inspect
brake hydraulic system, add fluid.

32

Arid 54 to,
$2 for air (Orld

Additional parts
extra If needed

Phone 753-0595
Fri. 7:30 to 100 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat 730 to 5:30
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By ANTHONY HARRIGAN

A Thanksgiving Prayer
By Rev. Henry Mckenzie
Thou Who art the Author and Divine
Giver of life's blessings and in Whose
presence men and nations rise and fall,
and only the pure in heart find Thee: We
join with our national leaders, in season
and out, to accept our penance, and to
know in the midst of our failure and insincerity that Thy eternal love, wisdom,
mercy, truth, and promises endure from
ge6austion to generation.
Vic confess we have put our faith and
hope in the temporal and the changing
values and verities of this age. We have
adhered to the values we can weigh,
measure,and count, and have failed in our
spiritual qualities of character which are
eternal in the heavens. We have failed to
define success in terms of the Gospel.
With our material standards, we have
failed to meet our obligations to Thee and
to our neighbors. Our priorities have been
self-centered and the discipline of the
human has robbed us of the Divine. The

ideals and principles have deprived us of
the uplift and security found in the "Word"
that translates thought into deeds and
prayer into nobility and dignity of life. Our
Father, teach us that the way of sacrifice
is the way to victory.
In giving thanks, we remember not only
our homes but the community in which we
live, the commonwealth for which we
labor,,andithe riation for which we give our
saer''ed honor and life.
Our gracious Father, Who gave Calvary,
may the white heat of sacrifice bring out of
adversity the supreme lesson of life. There
can be no victory without sacrifice, no
progress without a price, no rest without
labor, no nation without dedicated citizens
devoted to the highest good for the greatest
number.
May our Thanksgiving lead us to send
forth the light and truth, and lead all of us
to the Source of wisdom, strength, and
righteousness, until Thy Kingdom come
and Thy will be done. Amen.

Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC:THE NEED FOR UNITY

COLOGNE, GERMANY — The history
of this ancient city, symbolized by its
masske cathedral — the largest Gothic
structe in the world — goes back to the
earliestdays of Western civilization.
A Roman settlement existed here before
the birth of Christ, 50 A. D. The town
received,the name of Colonia Claudia Ara
Agrippinensium after the Emperior
Agrippina, the consort of
Claudiu
Claudius, as born in Cologne.
Roman e florusihed in Cologne and
elsewhere in the Rhineland. The Roman
mosaics, sculpture, jewelry,
remains
medical iastruments and household
utensils — are housed in the superb
Roman-German Museum on the Cathedral
Square.
More than a thousand years after its
Roman origin, Cologne was a great center
of medieval Christianity. Its vast gray
stone cathedral is a perfect expression of
the medieval outlook on this world and the
spiritual world beyond.
Cologne, then; has seen the rise and fall
of empires and cultures. In World War II,
the old city was largely destroyed, though
the cathedral was spared. Today, like
other West German cities, it is booming
with commerce and individual enterprise.
The future of West Germany and of its
economic and political system is by no
means certain, however. At mid-day, in
the midst of a packed commercial center, I
came on a mass of banner-carrying,
chanting Comilltunist demonstrators,
many of them young people, who were
demanding the release of imprisoned Red
terrorists. • It is tragic that any young Germans
should be beguiled by Communism. Not
only is the Soviet system an economic
failure — it again is experiencing a
disastrous crop failure and turning to the
U. S. for help to feed the Soviet people —
but its internal tyranny has been
documented and publicized as never
before by refugees from the system.
notably by Solzhenitsyn.
If West Germany were to fall under
Communist rule, its people would enter a
Copley News Service
political, cultural and economic ice age
'WE NILO -rue. Doe CATCUER ON FOR 15 mown')
Unfortunately, the prosperity of recent
So WE 40.0 TO GWE 11406% C-QuAL TIME
years has eroded understanding of the
Communist menace. Understanding has
been eroded as it has been eroded in
Washington where sensitive U. S. inLetters To The Editor
telligence agencies are being torn apart
for political publicity.
Communism or, more properly, international socialism continues to retain
adherents in the West, despite the
revelations about the USSR and its
Dear Editor:
promote friendship around the world by satellites. Why? Because international
Merry Christmas! to you Ladies and learning of each others culture and
Gentlemen of our local press. You have sharing a cup of coffee and we are inbeen exceptionally considerate of the cluding you as you have befriended us.
World Friendship Club of Murray In
Merry Christmas on behalf of the World
publishing their news and printing their Friendship Club from one of those aforepicture monthly in your paper. There is a
mentioned Christian ladies.
good warm feeling in this group of inMrs. Hugh Edith) Noffsinger
HISTORY
ternationals for you for your kindness
1109 Olive
toward us in this way. And you are in
Murray,±{y.
When he was a struggling author in
essence and deed promoting world peace
Paris, Honore de Balzac would pawn his
which is the goal of this particular club.
huge gold watch every Monday to get
The idea for this local organization came
funds for food until be sold his next story.
about over a cup of coffee one day. when
Then came fame and affluence and there
two local ladies, with a desire to further
was no need to pawn the watch. Years
express their Christian love, realized the
later, Balzac ran into his pawnbroker
Dear Editor:
need for communion and social outlet of
friend on the street. Placing his hand on
Please permit me to express a most
wives of international students on our
Balzac's shoulder, the pawnbroker asked
heartful thankyou to the NEED LINE. An
Murray University Campus - who were
gently, "What happened, my friend, did
aunt and uncle who have no children
isolated in their small apartments by
you lose the watch?"
language barriers,foreign cultures, young became ill. Last July I spoke to my uncle
by phone. They lived in Scotia, New York.
babies that restricted their mobility, and
Benjamin Franklin wanted to make the
My aunt was in a hospital and my uncle
busy,studious husbands who had their own
wild turkey the national bird of the U. S.
was to enter a Nursing Home in a few
ready-made social outlet by the very
rather than the eagle. We're not sure we'd
days. He did not know the address but said
nature of their situation-student which put
be thrilled with stuffed eagle for
he would have it sent to me.
them automatically with other people
Thanksgiving.)
I tried through numerous channels to
every day.
find him, but with no success. Today I
This group has grown to include single
phoned the NEED LINE and spoke with
international women students and local
Mrs. Joe Pat Ward. She was most kind and
women citizenery of foreign birth — and
understanding. Later today she phoned me
for the past three years has enjoyed
to tell me she had located my aunt and
learning the democratic procedure of club
Federal Level
uncle in a Nursing Home in Schenectady,
work in this country and have elected their
U.S. See.her "am- lietisilesten (0)
own president and officers from the ranks. New York. I was able to relay this
3327 Dirties leadkig
message to my uncle's brother who lives in
I feel this explanation of the background
flonsingtea, D. C. 20510
California. He had also been unable to
of this club would be of interest to you and I
locate them.
U. 5.5... Weeds. N. fiord (0)
want you to know that your local paper
4111 Wass,&Mime
The services of the NEED LINE is
goes all over the world through our club
Weeleapee, D. C. 20510
almost limitless. Friends in Murray, it is
members to sixteen countries. Their
wonderful to know the NEED LINE cares,
families back home are eager to read
U. S. Rep. Carrell *Allard, Jr.(D)
let us show we care, and support the
about their children here in the United
423 Cams IS..,. Office Ileildiag
NEED
LINE.
This
time
I
was
given
States and better than that - they love the
Weolieroa, D. C. 20515
consideration better than I could anpictures. 'A picture really is worth a
U S Senators and Representatives
ticipate, next time it may be "YOU".
thousand words when there is a language
may be reached by telephone by dialing
Thank you Mrs. Joe Pat Ward and all the
202 224 3121 where a U S Capitol
barrier. The club membership is conoperator wIl/ connect you with the of
wonderful people who donate their service
stantly changing because members return
liciol of your choice
to NEED LINE.
home after their education and new
State Level
Sincerely,
members come in as a new semester
Mrs. Pete Sally Henson
Stets Sea. Rickard Weisitabieger(0)
breaks; therefore, you are not printing the
Stets Capitol Staling
Route 8, Murray, Ky.
same group each time. Our motto is to

Merry Christmas To Us

Funny
Funny World

Thanks
NEEDLINE

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

Frarafert, Ky. 60601,
Revile
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HARRIGAN

socialism has an on-going organizational
structure. The Communist and Socialist
parties in the West have an easy task
because the defenders of a free society and
free economy are few and unorganized.
Capitalism has made possible the
economic miracle in West Germany, the
United States and elsewhere, but
capitalism has only a weak organizational
defense. The groups that defend
capitalism, or free enterprise as it is
known in the United States, have little or
no contact. They don't grasp the need for
an international capitalist or free enterprise movement to counter the efforts
of the international socialist movement,
which aims at throttling economic
freedom and other freedoms as well.
Part of the problem in the capitalist
countries is that the growth of government
has sapped capitalist incentives and undermined loyalties. The Daily Telegraph
in England recently cited the
phenomenon, saying:
"By impoverishing the middle class,
socialism makes it more dependent on
State provision for medical care,
education, help of every sort, even subsistence. The socialist ruination of private
industry, with widespread white-collar
redundancies, tends powerfully to the
same end. Moreover, by recruiting more
and more middle-class or potentially
middle-class people into a monstrously
swelling bureaucracy, socialism removes
from them their natural preference for
economical government, and makes their
very livelihood dependent on public
profligacy."
The Capitalism may not be around by
the year 2000 unless believers in freedom
unite as the socialist foes of freedom have
united. In many parts of the world—in
England, where Marxist cadres are
gaining the upper hand in the Socialist
Labor Party, and in Portugal, where Reds
threaten a seizure of power, capitalism is
in retreat. In the United States, where
capitalism should be stronizest. the liberalleft in the 94th Congress seems determined
to experiment with the nationalization and
state regimentation policies of British and
Continental Socialists.
The capitalists — the free enterprisers ot
the West — must unite. Their countries
stand to lose their freedom if they don't.
Unless the capitalist system is defended
more strongly and skillfully in the future,
it could disappear as completely as the
world of Rome in the German Rhineland.

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I am 65 years old and
drawing my Social Security. I also work
and expect to make about $2,400 this year.
This means that I will pay about $140 in F.
I. C. A. tax. This amount of income will not
increase my Social Security benefits, yet I
still have toy Social Security tax on this.
Is there anything that can be done about
this? — E. 0.
Answer: Unfortunately, there is nothing
that can be done except to voice our
opinion about what we feel is an unjust
situation and hope there is someone out
there who believes as we do and can act
upon this.
First,it is the opinion of Heartline that it
is unfair for the Federal Government to
limit a person's earnings to $2,520 per year
when they are forced to participate in a
mandatory retirement program by the
government.
Secondly, we do not feel it is ethical to
extract Social Security taxes from a
person's earnings when they are drawing
Social Security retirement checks and
their earnings are limited in such a way
that it is very doubtful if they will ever
receive any increased benefits from these
payments.
And, thirdly, we do not think it is right
for our government to take back one dollar
of Social Security benefits for every two
dollars a person earns in excess of $2520.
There does not seem to be any ethical or
moral reasoning for a government to take
back the money that these people have
already paid out for a retirement
program.
A possible solution to this problem would
be to repeal the law that keeps people who
are drawing Social Security from making
more than a specified amount. Let the
senior citizens, who are physically and
mentally able, earn as much money as
they are capable of earning. This will help
not only the people, by eventually giving
them higher Social Security benefits, but it
will also help the government by having
more money contributed to the Social
Security general fund.
Or, if the government insists on limiting
the income of those people on Social
Security, then let these people be immuned

from paying a Social Security tax. This
$140 a year that one must pay when one
can only earn $2520 can be very important.
It may not mean much to people in the
higher income tax brackets, but to a senior
citizen, drawing $200 per month on Social
Security, it could be about three or four
months worth of groceries.

10 Years Ago
Tech Sgt. Gayle T. Thompson of the U. S.
Air Force is now back in action in Vietnam
after having been in the hospital for seven
months suffering from wounds he received
in the Asian Country.
Ernest Madrey, 4-H leader from
Calloway County, participated in the 4-H
Leadership meet held at the National 4-G
Club Center in Washington, D. C., during
the week of Nosember 14-19.
One sucker tobacco sales will open in
Murray on December 14, according to
Holmes Ellis of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association.
New officers of Woodman Camp 592 are
Allen Rose, James Shelton, Harold Hurt,
Thomas Herndon, Harold Douglas, Aubrey
Willoughby, Walton Stallons, Peg Cothran,
Carves Paschall, Wendell Lovett, and L. C.
Hendon.
Harry Furches of the Murray State
College Art Department spoke at the
meeting of the Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. A. W. Simmons is department chaiiinan.
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20 Years Ago
The C.alloway County Soil Improvement
Association was broken into last night and
approximately $900 taken from the safe,
according to Sheriff Brigham Futrell.
Cpl. Roy Franklin Crotzer left
November 21 for Seattle, Washington,
where he will sail for a sixteen months tour
of duty with the U. S. Army in Korea. His
wife, Pauline, and daughter, Deborah
Jean, will reside with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Barnes Burkeen, while he is overseas.
J. H. Booth-died at his store it Stella
yesterday.
Alan Valentine was the winner of the
Pinewood Derby held by Cub Scout Pack
45 last night.
Miss Jeanett Huie, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Huie, is now with the National
Airlines in Miami, Fla.
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Let's .Stay Well

Early Help For The Retarded
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
Exceptional children,
especially those who show signs
of retardation, should receive
help early in their lives.
The current opinion among
authorities is that "enrichment"
programs should not be delayed
but are helpful, especially in the
first few years of life, in assisting
the child in compensating to
some degree for his handicap. It
is often a mistake to defer assistance in the hope that the child
will outgrow such abnormalities
on his own.
These concepts were reported
on recently in Medical World
News and expressed by two
researchers to a meeting of the
,American Academy for
Cerebral Palsy.
According to Hyman Soboloff,
M.D., medical director of the
Greater New Orleans Cerebral
Palsy---Center and professor of
clinical orthopedics at Tulane
Medical School. -On the basis of

learned in werinlig
what we
with cerebral palsy .(.CP)
children less than three years
old, the earlier we start treatment -- and involve their parents
--the better the children will do."
He also commented, "It's on the
basis of our 15 years' experience
with these very young children
that we say early intervention
helps."
Interaction as early as passible
between the parents and the
child is important. even touching, cuddling and whispering to
the infant. Use of muscles of the
jaw and limbs is encouraged.
Other exercises are used to promote eye movements and .to
coordinate them with movements of the hands and limbs.
This "organized attention"
serves to stimulate the child and
to bring about better muscular
coordination, accomplished by
improved mental and emotional

BLASINGAME

ores Lackof activity en---lurw-caricer than nonsmokers-courage muscular weakness in- Those who smoke both pipes and
coordination, and less reaction of cigarettes have almost eleven
the child's mind and emotions.
times the risk of cancer over
Added Eric Denhoff, M.D., nonsmokers The kind of tobacco
medical director of the Meeting used and the extent of inhaling
Street School Children's pipe smoke may be factors of
Rehabilitation Center in Provi- importance. Inhaling pipe smoke
dence. Rhode Island. "But. our increases the hazard of lung
philosophy today is that if the cancer.
baby is at risk, let's provide some
enrichment that can do no harm
@: Mrs. N. R. asks whether lax;
-- and may do good."
atives are available to increase
the bulk of stools
Q. Mr. E. K. Writes that he had
A: A bulk-producing laxative
always thought pipe smoking is is. readily available at alimst
safer than cigarette smoking: any drugstore. I sug,geset hat you-however, he has read lately that check with your pharmacist.
such is not so and asks for com- Why not try to
obtain a similar ment.
result by increasing the amounts
A. Perhaps you read about a of fresh fruit, leafy vegetables.
recent study of 77.000 men and bran
and whole-wheat bread in
an equal number of women in
Sweden which showed that pipe your diet? Prunes, raisins and
and cigarette smokers are seven figs may prove beneficial. Also.
times more likely to develop remember to drink fluids freely

4
1

•

.
1
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Using Seat Belts Correctly During Pregnancy
A pregnant woman is often
reluctant to wear a seat belt
while riding in an automobile.
The risk of her riding without a
restraint is unnecessary, but certain precautions whould be observed for her own safety and
that of the unborn infant.
A restraining harness with a
shoulder anchor is helpful in preenting injuries to the uterus
and the fetus in the event of an
accident. s.
It is essential also that the lap
belt fit near the top of the pelvis
in front. well below the bulge
caused by the enlarged,. preg:
A cushion or soft pillow can
also be worn between the seat
belt and lower portion of the dis-

tended abdominal wall to distribute the force more evenly if a
collision occurs and the pregnant woman is thrust forward.
Experience shows it is safer to
have the seal belt fit snugly, as
taut as can be comfortably toteraied. Often a pregnant woman
prefers wearing a seat belt
loosely because she feels it might
injure her uterus, but the serverity of injuries in an accident
appears clearly related to how
much the woman's body moves
after the impact. Such body
movement is prevented by a
tight seat bell
issdeortkie Iftereve a-eheek—
up promptly by a physician in
the event a significant trauma'
has been received against the

abdominal wall as the result of
an accident, especially if any
pain is present.
Q. Mrs. R.L notes that her son
is having more trouble learning
to read than her daughter had at
the same age and asks if thal is
usual.
A: In general. girls arl better
In
than boys at verbal s
remedial reading classes at
school. the boys almost always
outnumber the girls. Boys often
develop slightly slower than girls
but catch up in later ye
U
your-8004S having
problem, you should call it to the
attention of your physician to see
if eve movements and vision are

normal
@ Mr. IS. wants to know the
purpose of a cardiac pacemaker.
A: As the. name implies, an
electric pacemaker replaces the
function of a defective natural
pacemaker, a small group of
cells in the upper part of the
heart. These start the impulses
which stimulate the heart muscle to contract. lithe pulse rate
becomes irregular or too slow,
the amount of blood pumped by
the heart may become reduced
so that circulation is impaired to
a dnagernus level. A pacemaker

imptarued-ta thar a. lime*
electrical impulse causes the
heart to beat at a prescribed in
terval

4t
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Los Angeles Fires Threaten 100 Homes, Force Evacuation
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Fierce winds swirled flames
across more than 68,500 acres
of brushland in two separate
fires near Los Angeles early today, threatening at least 100
bones and forcing evacuation
of more than 600 persons.
The Mt. Baldy fire 35 miles
east of downtown Los Angeles
spread over about 10,000 acres
in a few hours late Tuesday as
50-mile-an-hour winds off the
deserts raked the slopes. Two
ranger stations and four penal
camps were abandoned as the
blaze grew to 22,000 acres,
making it the second biggest
brush fire in the nation this
Year.
Meanwhile, the biggest, a fire
twice that size, flared up again
in spots in the Big Tujunga
Canyon on the northeast edge
of Los Angeles and forced residents to flee several homes.
Fire has already destroyed at
least 20 homes and damaged 30
others there
Firemen on both fronts declared the new flare-ups contained, meaning fire lines were
established, but the fires were
not yet under control. The Santa Ana wind conditions — hot,
strong and dry — subsided early today, aiding abatement ef4....40•44./.41.4•44•••••••••••••••••••40•444.....•

IThomas
HOW'S 9:30 to 5:00
Mon.- Sat.
307 N.4th

7534194

NEEDLE?

*Needlepoint*
Knitting 8, Crochet
Yarns
Crewel Embroidery
Cross Stitch
Cross Stitch Quilts
Latch-Hook Rugs

party right away."
County Flood Control District
His concern is realistic, flood engineer.
control officials said Tuesday.
- We're almost into the rainy
During a New Year's Day
season, and if we get a series flood in 1938 -- in the aftermath
of heavy storms soon, we could of fires in the
same area — 30
have some real problems," said people were killed and 483
Curt Eshelby, a Los Angeles homes were destroyed.
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Lynn's lietter Masts
Hours Mon.-Fri. 9:W to 6:00; Sat. 9:00-5:00; Closed Sunday & Thanksgiving
Phone 153-0020 Of 153-0021 - Hwy. 641 S. of Murray
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"Wiggins Furniture" December Sale

•

•

New Shipment
Solid Oak

.

with Hunt Board, Buffet or Hutch
and Gun Cabinet
All Matching pieces by Cochrane
First time on Sale
Furniture To Last a Lifetime

Over SOO
Different Styles
& Colors of

Largest
Selection

•

to choose from
Good Vinyl

DINETTE SETS
White•Chrome'Bronze
*Glass •Maple 'Pine
'Oak 'Pecan

:
t

This Year Of

-41

\\IPA! 11

Buy that
Boy or Girl
A Set Of

BEDROOM
SUITES
.Pecan.Cherry •VVhite
.Maple .Birch•Pine
•Light or Dark Oak

PG SELECTION

•

Hide-Away Beds

Prices Too
Low To
Advertise

Has Just Arrived
•Nylon 'Vinyl

ire

to
RECLINERS ,

li•0
BUNK BEDS alLIA‘1
\11114i 7495
up

•Herculon

Maple or Oak

Come In & Register

BEAN BAGS 175°

each

Just Everything Is On Sale This December

• WIGGINS FURNITURE
4

AlittOur New Room
*Desks *Curios
*Grandmother Clocks
*Brass Beds-* Beds
*Bookcases *Cedar Chest
*Gun Cabinet
It*
*Wall Units

Beginning Fri-day Mornin /November 28,1975

DINING ROOM SUITES
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Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today hrrgobed to the Ledger & ilmes by
I. M.Stilton Mare as follows:
Airco
17% +4
.
Amer. MOW..
6 +%
Aahland Oil
10%
unc
_
A_ T. & T
50% wic
Ford
42% A4
Gen. Motors
56
Gen. Tire
15% unc
Goodrich
17% +44
Gulf Oil
20% %
Penowalt
31% +%
Quaker Oats
26% +44
Republic Steel
V% +la
10 anc
Singer
+Va
NV=
Western Union
16% +%
Zenith
24% -44
Prices of stock of local interest at neon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
ilmes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
fa +%
U.S. Homes
I% unc
ICauhnan & Broad
10% unc
Ponderosa Systems
3644 +V4
Kimberly Clark
SI% Ail
Union Carbide
25 +%
W.R.Grace
Texaco
47% -%
..
General E2ec
11 +414
GAF
424 unc
Georgla
Carr‘aciflc
30% +44
Pfizer
33% -iii
Jim Walters.
11% unc
Kirsch
=514.Ail
211% -4i
Mai

and flooding that might follow
the fires.
"Can you imagine the erosion
there's going to be and the water that will gush down here
when the rains comer a young
man asked his neighbor. "I'd
better start planning a sandbag

Murray at the Church on
Farmer Avenue, on Thursday,
November 27, will include
reading of the Thanksgiving
Proclamation of President
Gerald Ford arid a lessonsermon on Thanksgiving. No
collection will be taken.
Mrs. Lucye Ellis, First
Reader, and Mr. Underwood,
Second Reader, will conduct the
worship service.
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"There are better than 80 cabins in both forks of the San
Dimas Canyon, and there are
people in maybe 20 of them.
We've warned them three times
now to leave."
Some residents were already
worried about the morislides

For all things are for your
sakes, that the abundant grace
might through the thanksgiving
of many rebound to the glory of
God."
This passage from H
Corinthians is included in
readings
scheduled
for
Thanksgiving services at
branches of the Church of
Christ, Scientist.
The 11 a. m. service in

s
A Before Christmas Sale At Wiggins Furniture A
V
v
Do Your Christmas Shopping "Now" During
E

r of Mr. and
the National

acing laxative
ble at almust
iggest that vtar--pharmasist.
tam n a similar
the amounts
ly vegetables.
'heat bread in
s raisins and
melicial. Also.
k fluids freely.

forts.
There were no new reports of
injuries or property damage.
Weather forecasters said they
expect a break in the wind conditions today, but fire fighters
aren't sure what effect it will
have.
"If the wind turns around on
us, all the unprotected flanks
we'd thought were safe will be
in danger," said one Forest
Service spokesman "It could
be a whole new ball game."
Most of the firemen on the
line early this morning were
saying they expect to be on the
slopes for Thanksgiving in any
case.
About 50 men and more than
200 teen-agers held in county
work camps were bused to jails
and juvenile facilities as flames
roared within several yards of
their barbed-wire fences.
As the wind rose at sundown,
flames which had been hiding
in smoldering embers leaped to
life in scattered areas throughout both fires. Most of the
people ordered to abandon their
homes refused.
"Most of the people don't
want to leave. They want to
stay and fight," said a San
Demas sheriff's spokesman.
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Thanksgiving Service Slated

2$ Mile

*

40'

No Purchase Necessary
Nome
Address

1)0

Phone

ofMurray

!yr-Irv-4'lc V's

Register for FREE Giant Toy
Filled Stocking to be given
away at )Wiggins Furniture
December 24
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The Murray Southside United Merchants proudlylumi
the biggest combined Holiday Sale ever helaiiithis

SKINNY DIP CREWEL KIT ,
Sit

consists

of

2-es.

spray mist cologne, 4powder,477
dusting
oz.
icirir
v t, kit with needle

BRUT 33

GIFT SET

6w05•)/Di J
)
04/1/0•J

227
Contains 304-ounces
spiash-on lotion and 4ounces spray deodorant.

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Hark all you
lads and lasses,
for Christmas Long John Silver
has Santa Claus Glasses!

The Pishin's
Great At Jerry's

EnOy a large am of Coke and
keep a glass w faeces old Santa
Claus from Ike makers of Coca-Cola on it
for one low gift price.
There's a different one every week.

Super Seafood Suppers
...And A Full Catch Of Fun!

Every
Friday Night

'Long
gohnSiiverX

RESTAURANTS

SEAFOOD SHOFPES

Thanksgiving
Buffet

South 1

11

*Menu*

$4(4)

*4 vegetables
*Wide Assortment
of Salads
*Pumpkin Pie
•Oioice of
Beverage

Children
Under 12
/
1
2Price

IVAIMPAVAI

ENTIRE STOCK

WINTER COA
oriSME

AU4Ca
Ik4A:kagisk‘
IC

MURRAY
1.avnicav

Where Dining is a Pleasure
753-5,86

Golden Bake

Pepsi or
7-Up

Bread

General Electric
12 Inch

Television
$9300

Domino

Pure
Ground

Sugar

Beef

Hwy.641 S.
Mimes Hurray Opel 12

p. e.; bodall4

lb.794

10 lb $229

GOODATEAR

Johnsons Grocery

753-0595

S. 12th L Glendale

3/$1°°

Plus Bottles or Deposit

So.]

S. 12th St.

•

11
PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens
Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: Bel Air Center

Serving 11 a. m.to 8 p. m.
*Turkey & Dressing
with giblet gravy
*Baked Ram
*fresh Cranberry Salad
*Candied Yams

Jamis

16 oz. 8 Bottle Ctn.

1976 Toyota's
Are Here
4
c.
o ikL

Shoe Special

SA

$500
One Group
Regardless of Original
Menit

Plekup

Come out today and find out more about the Toyota's
for '76

Jim's Shoe
Outlet

Hatcher
Auto Sales

753-8115

753-4961

S. 12th

\fanwemmi

f
Also risk our stores in

Ael

Itryffeid & Paris.

OSA"56110.
I to 6 9

Murray Glass
Co.Inc.

Great Christmas Gifts
from the Shoe Tree

Frame Mirrors
Mirror Outlet Plates

10-7 Mon -Th
is-11 Sat.

Bet-Mr Shopping(Darter
Murray

_A great new zig-zag with
17 sew-easy features

t:ts o
aoihe
Shoe
tree

We also carry glass tables &
decorative tables

Price Good thru Tuesday
Atlas Your MASTEIS CHARGE Card

104 Friday
14 Safi.

1202 Johnson Ave.
Phone 753-7117

Gettoknow tug youll like us.

A Singer Gift
For OnlY $1 19

Southside Manor
753-8339

An arnavngly low-pffced fnachtne And. boil fl
ff,Inuforly donned alga' froni dropAn bobbet,
snapOn
presser feel, and onOrt_ Cafry/OS Cale Of cabfmni extra

Register for
Free $100.00 Worth
of Fabric to be
given away at your
local Singer Dealer Christmas Eve.

We have a credit plan designed to fit your budget

Murray Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center
AP.*Ovf

Happy Holidays
from

Cohoon's

Wishy
Washy
Coin Laundry &
Coin Dry Cleaners
Open 24 Hours
A Day

Bel Air Shopping Center

362

Carroll Tire
Service

753-5323

•af. Trad•rnafk of 7,E ,
5 IGER Cifkanafffiv

Boy's

Dresses
Pants
Suits

Your

1111C14ELIN

Soma Ot,cof

Mile

Dealer
From 7 a.m. November 28th Through
12:00 a.m. the 29th of November
All Michelin Steel Belted

Radials In Present Stock

10% Off
Accompanied With This Ad.

One
Rack

Donmoor
Shirts

1/3 off

One Table
1/
3 off

We have added lots of
Boy's Jeans & Plaids to our
$500 table!!

7-1
Si

cctdaiuicfaztAth

01
OPEP

Southxide Shopping Center

NNW

/AURRAY, KY.
Issigemel
,
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DISPLAYING
MERCHANTS
THE
REGISTER FOR
• SHOP
GIVE-AWAYI
TO
SIGN
THIS
$200 CASH

roudivitrinounce
heldiitthis area!

r

treIXteAe

Come by
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet,
For your next new car or truck

Shop the city within a city

FREE
CAR
WASH

25% Off

Thanksgivkig Special
for the economy minded

On All

73 VEGA 4 speed, air $3299
74 VEGA auto, air $2099
70 Comoro 6 cyl., st. shift $1099
68 Chevelle V8 it. shift $299

Winter
Merchandise

with fill up

See Our New Holiday Lines
SALESMEN
J.H. Nix, Jerry Boyd,Jan Dalton, Hugh Wright

P4

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

cery
So. 12th

Murray AMOCO
Clothes Closet

753-2617

master charge

Hours 9-9 Weekdays
1-6 Sunday

-

South 12th St.

Sovthside
Shopping Center

Over 99,000 Items
All at the Lowest Discount Prices
r CLOTHES
rSHOES
r HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS
r PAINT
r HARDWARE
e- AUTOMOTIVE
-SPORTING GOODS
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Mil

Register for
free cash drawing

MUNN

Shop the

SALE•SALE•SALE•SALE•SALE

Thanksgiving Day

King's Den

20% Off

for
Christmas

On Name Brand

Coordinates

2

-

OPEN LATE
STARTING DEC. 1
AND SUNDAYS I-5

Toyota's

14961

and Dressing
Fresh Cranberry Sauce
Green Beans
r

Creamed or
Sweet Potatoes

*Sem,Creighton, Norman Shirts
*Phoenix, DeMar,Suits
stansen, Meibsingwear Sportswear
*Jarman Shoes

Use Our
Loy-Away Plan

411

TURKEY

•

PUMPKIN PIE

RESTAURANT

The Store for Men

Drawing
for
Free 10 Gallons
of Gasoline Each Week

The Rotary

Parade
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.

Saturday
December 6
2:00 p.m.

& S OIL
Finest Quality
Gas & Oils

Bank of Murray

Phone 753-1615
South 12th & Story Avenue
Murray, Kentucky

)ur budget

er

3-5323

nior
C0A

IT 1111111 CEITERS

South 12th Street

Aiwa
cretai

Attend

t. Open 7 Days A Week

Carry-Out Service
7534111

r7si

i,a0T s
Bel-Air Shopping Center

$225

Shop the
Shopping Center

Merchants
for

Christmas

Open 24 Hours

dr

Dunn's
TV
Furniture

oor
l's

& Appliance

Dinette Table
& 4 Chairs $6995

ible

)ff

Your Choice

s of
)Our

7-Diamona Ladies Cluster
White or Yellow Gold

$58

OPEN NIGHTS
OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5

MOWS 111068 10 SHOW DETAll

MICHELSON'S'
,.
5yrviet4
( Bt Air Shopping
Murray,Ky

Book Case Or
Gun Cabinet $99"
12" Black & White

How to save$1,890
on gas.
D
a

Murray
Datsun,
Inc.
S 12th
753-7114

If you plan to keep your new
car for 50,000 miles(most people
do), you could save $1.890 by
driving a Datsun! If your present
car gets 10 mpg in the city, gas at
60c a gallon costs $3,000 for
50.000 miles. Datsun 13-210 gets
27 mpg in the city(EPA),so gas
for 50,000 miles costs $1,110...
a savings of $1,890!Just think what •
your highway savings would be
The B-210 with 4-speed manual
transmission gets 41 mpg on the
highway(EPA). When it
comes to money...

rny true love
gave to me...

oil the bills.
Have a Happy Prepaid Christmas next
loon our Christmas Club.

year.

Al/ PEOPLES
/BANK
LES/BANK
M

IMMIIMAAMIO

,

ar•

RIRAY
, ware mg

KY.

ma„
PTol

LOU
Kentta
crease
than

HI

Federal
Novembe
Kentucky
Report In
Receipts
Gilts .50US 1-2200
US 1-3200
US 2-4 240
US 3-4200
Sows
US 1-2 770
US 1-3 300
US 1-3450
40.00
US 2-3300
Roars

Prices Good Friday, November 28
thru Wednesday, December 3

•IMMing t• Is •Ns Cards T• Punch *AI You Oils logistic idea Time You Are huTh. Store Onswing
Wednesday st dr00
• Now Contest Marts Thursday Morning

Byron Sykes - Last Week's
$100 Winner
.Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win *Adults only may register..You do not
have to be

premed to wht.

Tomato
Catsup

Hk

•
•
•
Planters New

•

i

99 /
$
2
#

69,If•.....
Twin Pack

1

Pops-RitePop

Corn
011
Folger'stilir*
P1111

O
s

Tomato

,

1 lb. Bog 334

Coffee

5 Cans

Saanis.

1
•

$129

—.
.
.
.
.
.
k wilkwwi
lh_
71MM
WlaWIWILMMI&Wi

I N,. Carl

Direr Fresh Glazed
0

Assorted Flavors

1 Donuts
0 Dessert Topping
•gCool Whip

doz. in pkg.

large 9 oz.

79'
sr

r,
P Frosty Acres
0

Corn Dogs 10 oz. Box 694

•0 Eggo Heat & Serve
0
t Waffles

Armour Test Tender
Round Bone
Shoulder

Field
Pro Leaguer
Wieners
12 oz. Pkg.

69'

Reelfoot
Houser
Valley
Sliced
Bacon
1 lb. Pkg.
$1 39

11 oz. pkg.594-

Armour No. 1
Kelly's

Bologna
In The Piece

79

Chili
With Beans
15 oz.

lb.

** "If You Match Our Quality... You Can't Beat Our Price"* *
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

Downtown Shopping Center - Open

to 9 P.M 6 Do* A Week
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The government support organizations began this year
y.,
with practically no tobacco on
last
when farm. hand. In years past, their suphundred
er than levels set on opening ers sold 31,137,900 pounds belt- plies ran into the millions of
Wide,
pounds.
Burley Tobacco Growers
$dalThe
ly6,110wrflost
fi°rth 13thieF
noticea
:17Ch4ableeragrade
e er
dgff
Cooperative,
a-t. g
oze
C
r
which
supports in five
ualtyt
in aqslig
encyewas
dw
571ning
t:
th
ce
eingthtofstates
increase
s,hireceivyed
, 6-7
percentage of fine and good
bacco, while less fair market- pared with practicaply none on
last year. , which
ings were auctioned. Mixed
ver
stnm
daeynia
t
grades made up almost 20 Per theGorir
uun
ged,friom
n usi72hecezits to $
hypeio
1.02
ed
r
cent of the medium to heavy" rpan
AT FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD,S. 16th AND GLENDALE DO YOU
volume, the marketing
A NEED—SPIRITUAL, PHYSICAL, OR FINANCIAL THAT
HAVE
cents a pound or tobacco is
said.
icuitied
ONLY GOD CAN TAKE CARE OF? PASTOR JERRY HENDLEY IN5 gpa
xte
zaiiii0pusbywohne
ichof sevir
eruall orGross sales in the eifsh,6t1s2ta
the
VITES YOU TO CALL 753-6695 BETWEEN 8 AM and 6 PM
pounds for an average of support program and later reAND SOMEONE WILL PRAY WITH YOU.
FRIDAY
hundred pounds. sell the tobacco to producing
$105.22
This wasper
down $3.28 from the companies.

Phiogh.utirnstddasy Tuesday
per
Tobacco Men Increase Offerings By Two Million
prices went up more than Vos
cents a Pound in the second daY
of burley auctions.
Twenty-eight of the state's 30
markets held sales Tuesday.
Growers sold 14,404,915 pounds
of burley for $15,501,748, an aveederai atge Market News Service. erage of $107.61 per hundred
Nevember11,W5
pounds.
Kaataeky Parehear Area Hog Market
When sales opened Monday
RemitblebstkaII Buying Stations
higertlp6s:
& the state's total volume was
Ad 385 Est. ma Barruivs
Steady
sows
liklber
Gilts015
100
$51 2:5-51.75 12,205,800 and the average price
US 1-1199430ilia
US tdante lbs
SSI 0041.25 was $106.07.
00.254110.
US 24190-200Ike
Lexington, the largest burley
$49.25-592S
US3-438600Un
market, recorded the highest
kW
volume Tuesday — 2,047,750
SM
us
I
pounds. The average price at
s3103&00 texington was $108.26 per
US1-3300111816s
Roars911.09412.00
hundred pounds.
LOUISVILLE,LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Kentucky tobacco farmers increased their offerings by more
than 2 million pounds and

Hog Market

Volume was lightest at
Bloomfield, where 95,724
pounds of burley brought an average of $106.$8.
The day's best prices were
recorded at Greensburg, where
the average was $110.98 per
hundred pounds for the day's
volume of 300,328-pounds.
Henderson was the only market below the hundred-dollar
mark with an average of $97.32
per hundred pounds on volume
of 98,480 pounds.
The Federal-State Market
News Service said demand improved across the eight-state
marketing area Tuesday.
Most grade averages were $2

per

-

By Gillette '
Disposable butane lighter
and cigarette pouch
Reg. 4.95

Effective, fast acting, good
taste. Choice of 12 oz. Liquid
or 100 Tablets

Hold & Hold
& Hold
"By Style"
Non-Aerosol 8 oz.
Regular or Unscent •

Regular Of Unscented.
Light Powder Arrtd ExAntiDry
tra
Perspirant. Regular or
Unscented.5 ca. Can

We

,

Two-toned yellow and white, with as
modern functional design Regular and
magrufyuig, glare free Model KM-I

Invisible Flair Net

The Man's Dryer-Styler "by Gillette"
950 watts for fast drying, 2 grooming attactunents, gives hair the natural-lot*
fast
Model HD-9

have more hunting items than any other area store...all at discount prices

Marlin 336C Specifications
Caliber 30/30 Win.
Capacity: 6-shot tubular magazine

Sizes 32A-40C

Infant
Swing-O-Matic

Ladies

Bras

Baby Swings

by Trindine

Reg. $14.99 $10
47

COUPON

Entire Stock Girls Winter

Coats

20%
Asst. colors
& Styles
Sizes 1-14

Casual Shoes
Reg. $13.99
with this coupon tnoo
pr. Save S5.99
Only '0
Block-Brown L Gold Colors

Special Group Ladies

House
Shoes

en's Flannel

BUCK LURE
taint

Shirts

,
S
fl%C"

Sizes S-X Large

THE Ltilif WITH SU

& Up
A Great
Selection
of Colorful
Plaids

Minor
With Matching
Shelf L
Scounces

7

plomat
0 Watt

Pro Styler

4 heat settings, high empact unbreakable body, U.L. approved cord,
thermal safety device.

Tape Player
Heavy Duty
In Clear,
Green or
Gold
la int skit et sit&

Corningware
Spice-o-Life
A10-8
2' 7 01 Covered,

Skillet
$947

AM/FM Walnut
Grain Unbreakable
Cabinet

Gift Based
Has Mounting
Brackets
Includes Power Connector

Rtult-in condenser rturrophone,
battery or AC operation, rotary
knob function control for play.
record. rewond. tue forward
stop

illemill.%1Wiewm"voulylaymmiywomoviviumelywiliweianweiL

AlIWIMm
•• •
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2. Notice

2 Notice
WHAT WE do best is care.
NEEDLLNE, 753-6333.

A6e.fr.
Kidshow
Pheonix
Clothing

our neighbors in

Kings Den
B., Air Shopping nor r

giving thanks

MARY KAY Cosmetics.
Call Sonya Futrell, 7534505.

."Cleaning Is
Our Business"

Sthatity, liw. 29

Mut gee goof supplies, mphSee serelat eel es. Chew*
1110 bee" best. Vie brie
h
elesign owl giber
.is
denims aggipstain ter rest, el
V gee prefer he AI dee veer
Vein ter Tee.
gerpois

se. gam mom tvso
ow« shift Poo
Da KWh it

8 Shakiest Gun

in the West
kit your

GALLIMORE'S
RESTAURANT will be
serving Thanksgiving
dinner. Turkey, dressing
and all the trimmings.
Also Kentucky Lake
Catfish.

THE UNDERSIGNED will
sell at public sale for cash
a 1973 International
no.
seriel
tractor
259471Y035464. 1971 Hobbs
no.
aerie!
trailer
BLN1834801, at 2:00 p.m.,
December 2, 1975 at
Taylor Motors, 303 South
4th, Murray, Ky. The
undersigned reserves the
right to bid. Associates
Financial Services Co.,
Inc.

ticket
vitEE
at

for bountiful blessings
On this Thanksgiving, let us all stop and
give thanks for the blessings bestowed on

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
Police
753-1621
Rescue
7534952
Ambufance
753-9332
Hospital Emergency...
7534131
Humane Society 753-4307'
Comprehensive Care...
7531622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line,..753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

PHONE BUMS

Have Your
Photographs
For
Christmas
Giving

us. For the special joys we know—family,
friends, health, peace and prosperity.
Here, we are especially thankful for the
friendship you have shown us throughout

node at Loves Studio,
503 Poplar

the years. To all, a happy Thanksgiving.

Call 753-1341
for appointment

FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOUOWS
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753- /9 /9.
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917.

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on November 24, 1975
filed by Mildred B.
Russell, Administratrix
of the estate of Erie Keys,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before December
22, 1975 or be forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 24 day of November,
1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By; Judith Ainley, D.C.
Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on November 24, 1975
filed by Nettie McKeel,
Executrix of the estate of
Loyd McKeel, Dec'd and
that the same has been
approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so
on or before December 22,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 24
day of November, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

• —

Notice
accordance —with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given

that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on November 24, 1975
filed by Frankie Herndon,
Administrator of the
estate of Loyd Leon
Beane, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions.
Any person desiring to file
any exception thereto will
do so on or before
December 22, 1975 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 24 day of
November, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By. Judith Ainley, D.C.
Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25:200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of accounts was on November
24, 1975 filed by Myra
Munday, Executrix of the
estate of May Virginia
Brummett, Dec'd and
that the same has been
approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so
on or before December 22,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 24
day of November, 19'75.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway Cdunty, Ken- _
tucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections2k,195 and 25.200:
Notice is. hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on November 24, 1975

I. legal Nrtice

filed by 0. E. Greenfield,
Administrator of the
of
estate
Elnora
Greenfield Wallace,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before December
22, 1975 or be forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 24 day of November,
1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

Ola Thelma Kemp, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before December
22, 1975 or be forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 24 day of November,
1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

Notice
Ln accordance with
Statutes,
Kentucky
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on November 24, 1975
filed by Harry Russell,
Administrator of the
estate of Constance Ann
Russell, Dec'd and that
the same has been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
fled to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so
on or before December 22,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 24
day of November, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentacky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statues, Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on November 24, 1975
filed by W. J. Pitman,
Executor of the estate of

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on November 24, 1975
filed
by
Rosamond
Valentine, Administratrix
of the estate of Loyd Otis
Valentine, Dec'd and that
the same has been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
'filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so
on or before December 22,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 24
day of November, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
ADVERTISING
All DiA
disDptliaNrS
y ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication
All reader ciassifiedi
ust be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.
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1 Legal Notice
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2
3
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NOW HE'S IN NEEDLES,
ANC) qOU'RE HERE.. qOU'LL
HAW TO EAT THANKSGIVING
GINNER WITH US..

I FEEL LIKE A
CELEBRITY SINCE I
WAS ON THAT KIDDIE
-_
TELEVISION
SHOW LAST
,}T--'
N I GHT

1. legal Notice

ket
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Social Concerns
Committee and
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IP X 30El

Ine.44111.
MIME

will be
Ksgiving
dressing
!timings. Lake

MARY KAY Cosmetics.
Call Irene Young, 7535922.

.
12 Inswer,,,,

The wow you adl,
Hui sooner
etc*
you says
Phial 153-149

MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Its America's
finest. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.

ROBERTS REALTY
Located on South 12th at
five
has
Sycamore
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1051 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

unis 011 twirl,
liOTKE

'ED will
for cash
national
no.
A
(11 Hobbs
no.
00 p.m.,
1975 at
03 South
Ky. The
erves the
,ssociates
tea Co.,

Naprournately t2,000 sq ft of
rental *aft available at 2nd
ma Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Pacts* Corp,
Mornay. Ky.,Phone 743-3342 -

NEW KIRBY VACUUMS
sold by dealers from other
cities will not be serviced
by Kirby Vacuum Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street.
6 Help Wanted
ANY PERSON wishing to
keep 2 puppies for $30.00 a
month, call 767-2144.

14. Want To Br$
AVACADO
USED
refrigerator. Call 7532636.

HANNAH'S HUSBAND
Hector hates hard work so
he cleans the rugs with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

9 x 12 ORCHID nylon
VENEER LOGS wanted,
carpet, $25.00. Coronado
white oak, walnut, ash
chest freezer, $65.00.
and hackberry. Highest
Antiqued green bed and
chest, $20.00. Call 753prices paid for logs 14" in
9044.
and
diameter
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
SIDING,
Also will buy standing ALLOA
Veneer trees. Call J. H. Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.
Miller 354-6440.

°SEVER MND BRoAtNuAY. WHAT
IN PSORIA?0

.7534131
753-4307'
Care...
.753-8622
.753-7588
.7534929
NEED
.753-2288

p.m.
SET OF NEW
Encyclopedias,
Call 767-4055.

Help
Wanted

rns
and

Insureace men
interested in
his own office
1. Sole Crew
2. High Commission
3. Group Insurance
Individual In4
surance
5 Leads furnished

E HOW
OUT?

CHAIN LINK FENCE,
30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, 41.50 per ft.
Call after 5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence
Co., Paris, Term., 642-6492
or 642-8947.

24 Miscellaneous
FOR SALE majestic
woodburning fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

WASHER,
KENMORE
antique kitchen cabinets,
and
table
dressing
chiffrobe. Call 753-3593.
17 Vacuum Cleaners

1971 vs TON Ford transmission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
FOR SALE fat hens, ready
for Thanksgiving $2.00
each. Also 1968 Oldsmobile 88, $300.00. Call
436-5855.

KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street.
100 AMP Service box. Call
and
New
rebuilt
489-2242. $35.00.
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
Hour answering service. TWO STORY oak log barn.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
Excellent condition. Call
prices are 241.95, 277.95, ELECTROLUX SALES
753-0870.
and 284.95. CB radios pace
and service. Call Tony
753-6760, 27 Mobile Home Sales
model, 143. Sale price
Montgomery,
128.88. Pace model 144,
day or night.
WE BUY used mobile
price
sale
144.95.
homes. Top prices paid.
Fireplace eticlosures with 18 Sewing Machines
Saddle and Spur Trailer
WANTED SOMEONE to
glass doors; antique
SEWING
sell Watkins Products. brass, black and brass or SINGER
Sales, Paducah. Call 442cabinet.
with
machine
"
1918 or 443-8226
Call 7=060.-polished brass finish,
Call 435-4318.
88.88 each. Wallin Hardware, across from post
S. Storage Buildings
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
19 Farm Equipment
office, Paris, Term.
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
portable
CUSTOM BUILT
central heat and air,
storage buildings, green OAK FIREWOOD for sale. 1954 M FARMALL tractor.
throughout,
carpeted
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24" $850. Call 474-2321.
houses, dog houses and
refrigerator and stove,
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
bird houses. Hick's
electric fireplace, unTD 14A INTERNATIONAL
special cut to your needs.
Cemetery Road. Can 753derpinned, excellent
Dozer. 1949 Army Jeep.
0964.
Call 436-2315.
condition. Call 753-9816.
Call 753-5612.

753-2428

4
Weerar

•

20 Sports

WALLI DRU

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
•41ADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS

AUCTION SALE
Igj

io(y

Every Friday Night 641 Auction House, Paris,
Tenn.
This week we have 2 old ~tie clocks, old oak
dresser, No. 2 dinner IseN (old), five piece bowl and
pitcher set, good and old, crystal butter bawl, dining
room suit, beds, tables, chairs, glass, china and
dishes. Lots morel

Shorty McBride No. 247 Auctioneer

AUCTION

0

Saturday November 29, 10 a.m.
Household Items
Logging Equipment

1

i(

Directions: from Murray, take Highway 94 to Kentucky Lake Bridge, Highway 68 East to Codit, Highway
139 South 16 miles.
EQUIPMENT
1973 John Deere 440-B Log Skidder (like new
1973 Ford 3,000 Diesel Tractor with Heavy - Duty
Front Loader - Fork,Bucket
1974 Chevy 60 Series with 15' Tandurn Flat Steel Bed
1969 Ford F-600 with 12' Flat Steel Dump Bed
1965 Chevy 60 Series with 15'Flat Steel Bed
1965 Ford Econoline Van
1,050 - Gallon Water tank; Water Pump with 2 h.p.
Motor; Chain Saws; Log Chains; Bommers; Can 4"Drive &
3
Hooks; Log Tongs; Truck Air Wrench /
Sockets; Hydraulic Jacks; Cross - Cut Saws; Assortment of used Chain Saw Parts; many, many more
items.
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
Old Wooden Bed; Electric Heaters; Gas Stove,
apartment size; Old Dresser; Lamps; Coffee
Table; End Tables; Old Wardrobe; Jars; Bottles;
many,many more items too numerous to mention.

TERMS: Personal Property & Household
Items - CASH
OWNER: Mr.Frank Gibbs
AlICTIONFIR'S ROTC Mr. Gibbs bee cborgoil besinins ocasparisor
Ss if mins looking for roasiginoar, Mal miss this ammo;

KANT ANNOUNCEMENT MADE DATE Of SALE TAKES
PRECEDENCE OVER PRINTED MATTER

\rrza

iolut Randolph Realty L Auction Co.
brake. arctionser Joao Rosiskik S55-753-5355
Silasinisa-Aps. Aoctisaire Rogers libtroliab 302-S22-1131111
SolosaarrApp. haeffniseer
Rogers Itteroditli SOI•S72-43011

Equipment

15 FT. GLASSPAR, ParisLine trailer. 65 h. p., 1966
model Mercury_ motAjt._
call 753-5788 after 5 or on
weekends.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" -, 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
22. Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Office, Paris,
Post
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
SILVER TONE 40 chord
organ. Dual keyboard and
bench. $80.00. Call 7538241.
-rating
23 ExtPrr,

FREE TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Horne Repairs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 Swan 13rn Shan
Flask Reaches.
&Over Fish & Shrubs

Phone 753-3914
MINIUM&

FOR LLSTING and selling
your property, see BoydMajors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or call
any of our salespeople:
Pat Mobley, 753-8958;
Homer Miller, 753-7519;
Barbara Erwin, 753-4136;
Reuben Moody, 753-9036;
B.B. Hook, 753-2387;
Audra Moody, 753-9036.

DOUBLE WIDE trailer
excellent condition. No
furniture, 6,200.00. or take
over payments. Call 7538623 or 753-8384-----12 x 65 MOBILE home for
sale.
Small
down
payment. You
may
assume low monthly
payments. Call 498-8419
after 5 p.m.
1975 NEW MOBILE home
all electric, 2 bedroom, 12
x 50. Will sacrifice. Call
474-2230.

51 Services

HUTCHENS'
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, JOHN
and Electric.
Plumbing
Star,
Trail
Coachman,
small Call
too
jobs
No
Fold down, unique, Good
435-5642 early morning or
east
mile
trailers,
used
late afternoon.
of 68 and 641 intersection.
DraffertvWe, Ky. Phone
GENERAL BACKHOE
527-7807.
1975 GMC 2 ton truck, low
work. Gravel and top soil.
Must
mileage, like new.
Call 436-5696 or 436-2306.
sell. Call 474-2230.
CLEANING,
CARPET
experienced, very
ROY HARMON'S CARreasonable rates,
SHOP
PENTER
1919 BUICK, 2 door, vinyl
references, free
Professionals. Building,
Lop, 4 speed, 350 engine.
estimates. Quick drying.
remodeling, repairing.
$450 cash. Call 767-4255.
Call 753-587 or 753-9618.
Call 754-1124, South 4th
Across from HiStreet.
K
1966
FASTBAC
Burger.
Volkswagon, good con- ELECTRICAL
WIRING
dition. New tires. Call 753home and industrial, air
piano
TEACH
0605.
conditioning, and WILL
home. Call
my
in
lessons
refrigeration, plumbing
753-4589.
1964 COMET straight shift,
and heating. Call 474-8841
6 cylinder. Phone 753or 753-7203.
2462_

MANOR
or two A VERY attractive home
unfurnished, in a lovely setting of
bedroom,
and shade trees. Has 3
stove
except
den,
refrigerator, water bill bedrooms, 2 baths,
central heat and air, all
1972 FORD Grand Torino,
paid. Central heat and air
in
built-ins,
carpeted,
light blue with dark blue
753Call
.
conditioning
excellent condition and
vinyl top. Automatic, 302
priced at a low $31,900.
engine, air, power brakes,
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
power steering, AM-FM
or Rent
South 12th Street, 753stereo. $1,700. Can be seen
at Midway Trailer Court
ROOM, 3597.
SLEEPING
on 641 South.
electric heat, private
entrance, refrigerator, WE HAVE a nice mobile
home that can be pur- 1972 DODGE D500 2 ton
Zimmerman Apts., S. 16th
chased with a low down
truck. 54,000 miles. $2,800.
Street, 753-6609.
payment and payments
Call 753-4545 or 753-6763.
;or Rent
the same as rent. The
34 v.
mobile home is located in
1969 GMC PICKUP, h ton,
THREE BEDROOM brick,
the beautiful Keniana
5,400 miles. 1957 Golden
dining room, living room
Development at Hamlin,
Hawk Studebaker. Call
with fireplace, utility
Ky. The mobile home and
753-8583.
room with washer-dryer
lot can be bought for only
Torino
connections. All electric, $7,500.00.
GRAND
1972
John
Let
Available
Squire, nine pacsenger
$1 35.00.
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
December 1, call 492-8273.
wagon. Excellent conshow you this property.
dition. $1,995. Call 753C.
John
Neubauer,
9880.
HOUSE 3 miles West of
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray. Call 753-5922.
Murray, Ky. 753-0101 or
1972 CAPRI 2,000 Series.
753-7531.
Four speed, good tires.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
$1,300. Call 753-8241.
house in the country. Gas 46 Homes For Sale
heat. Water furnished.
Married Couples. Call 753- FIVE ROOM BRICK, big
hall,
bathroom. 1964 FORD GALAXY 500.
7671 or 753-8333.
- Remodeled. In old Almo.
Good solid, dependable
Call 753-8953.
37. LurestocK Supplies
car. 61,000 actual miles.
Call 492-8332.
FIVE PIGS lor sale. Eight THE QUALIFIED perweeks old. Call 436-2531.
sonnel at Guy Spans 1965 FORD Mustang. New
Realty are waiting to talk
paint, in good condition.
to you regarding your real
REGISTERED POLLED
Call 492-8332.
estate needs. Our time is
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
your time. Give us a call 1967 PONTIAC Le Mans,
no. Also cows, bred and
901-247drop by the office at 901
or
Call
heifers.
open
automatic, tape player,
Sycamore Street, 7535487. Rex Robinson.
New exhaust. No rust.
7724.
Excellent condition. Call
38. Pets Supplies
492-8332.
OWNER. Three
BY
CHEVROLET
ONE SIX WEEKS old bedroom brick, modern 196,4
Peek-A-Poo. Call 753-1492
automatic, new paint,
home on one acre lot, on
Highway 299 between
good tires and 3 spare
PEEK-A-P00 puppies
tires. Call 492-8332.
Stella and Kirksey. InSome white and some
mediate possession
apricot. $50.00 each. Call
1972 FORD Ranchero.
Phone 489-2167.
753-9787.
Excellent condition.
27,300 actual miles. $2,200.
HOUSE AND LOT, good
SHOP.
POODLE
Edgar Shirley, call 753location in growing
Professional grooming.
3006.
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
All breeds. Pine Point
water, new pump, new
Estates, Eagle Creek
carpets, all electric, 1966 CHEVY 2 dr. hardtop
Road, 1 mile from
V-8 automatic. Good
furnished. $12,580. Route
Buchanan Resort. Call
on $200.00.
transportati
Ky.
I, Box 175, Kirksey,
901-642-8977.
Phone 354-6691.
Phone 4814-2330.

Apartments, one

1972 FORD Custom pickup.
Gets 15 plus miles per
1973 YAMAHA MX 254, gallon. Very good condition. Call 753-4366 after 5
excellent running conp.m.
dition. Call 753.9168 or 4365370.
1958 T-Bird, one owner
Moniana car. No rust.
MX.
125
1975 YAMAHA,
New ires. All way above
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
Drive
average.
p.m.
anywhere. Priced to sell.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
492-8165.

41 Public Salt's

47 Motorcycles

BARGAIN BARN 13th arid
Main, Saturday 9 a.m.
TWO BEDROOM, 12 x 60 Winter clothing, shoes,
trailer. Central heat and linens, appliances,
air on private lot. Call 753- miscellaneous items.
7304.
RUMMAGE
SALE
NEW MOBILE home, Saturday, November 29, 9
private yard, $80 per a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Legion
month. Water, garbage American
pickup furnished. Call Building. Good used
clothing, men, women 1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
753-8216 after 5.
50. Campers
and children's. Many
cylinder, automatic, 1975
and
Arts
items.
TWO BEDROOM Trailer, baby
VW Serico. Call 753-0963.
22 FT. FULLY selfcrafts, glassware,
central heat and air, all
contained travel trailer
typewriter and many
carpeted. Washer and
SHARP 1968 El Camino,
1972 model. Sacrifice
other items.
dryer. Two miles out East
SS396. Four speed. Call
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
Highway 94. Call 753-2669.
753-8739.
South 16th Stz cet. Call 75343. Real Ester
3855.
2 NEAR ALMO HEIGRIS CUSTOM BUILT van by
MOBILE
HOME,
Offered
bedroom, all electric,
within view of Highway Chevrolet. Ball hitch front 51 Services
water, lawn mowing and
winch,
electric
rear,
and
Alfred
of
Estate
641.
ELECLICENSED
garbage pickup furgas pop up top, electric, 2
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
- Prompt efTRICIAN
nished. $50.00 deposit,
owners, actual miles,
ficient service. No job too
$125.00 per month. Call FOR LISTING and selling 40,000. No rust, $1995. See
Call Ernest White.
small.
for
753-2377.
Right
Elm.
your property, see Boyd- at 4th and
753-0605.
Majors Real Estate, 105 hunting, sports, art
MOBILE HOMES and
North 12th, 7534080 or call shows, camping.
HAVING TROUBLE
spaces. Fox Meadows and
any of our salespeople:
getting those small
Coach Estates. Families
Audra Moody, 753-9036; 1955 CHEVROLET truck
plumbing jobs done'
only. South 16th Street.
Call
Pat Mobley, 753-8958; $2,550, or best offer.
call 753-6614.
Then
Call 753-3855.
Homer Miller, 753-7519; 489-2711.
Barbara Erwin, 753-4136;
32 Apartments For Rent
SHOLAR
CONTACT
Reuben Moody, 753-9036; 1975 FIREBIRD Formula
for all your
Brothers
tape
and
power
Air,
Hook
753-2387.
350.
B. B.
EFFURNISHED
bulldozing, backhoe work,
player. 21,000 actual
FICIENCY apartment,
or trucking needs Phone
489-2101.
Call
miles.
clients
HAVE
wanting
electric heat and air. WE
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354Private bath and en- (1)property with central
after 7 p.m.
8161
heat and air in Robertson 1971 DATSUN station
trance. Girls preferred.
Good
Owner.
40
wagon.
Sehont district; (2)
Inquire at 1606 W. Main.
Sears,
acres with old house- caton.'Call 3544415, GUTTERING BY

29. Mobile Home Rentals

pteAirrMENT.

One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South Illth
Street 753-6609.

anise

,•.•

51 Services Offered

Otterea

1971 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and
tape. New radials. Call
7534161.

1969 FORD Truck 2 ton,
good condition. $1,200.
Green's Body Shop, South
121.

MURRAY
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.

ELECTRIC STOVE,
avacado refrigerator with
105 lb. freezer on top. Call
753-6346.

EARLY
BROYHILL
American wingback sofa,
excellent condition Miens
7 HP riding mower, 26"
cut, motor only 2 years
Colliers old, Man's leather coat
cheap. with zip out lining, like
new, size 42. Call 489-2643
after 4 p.m.

131/0f1t4G

32 Apartments For Rent

16 Home Furnishings

.753-1441
.753-1621
.753-6952
.753-9332

STE0

21,„

15 Articles For Sale

light
DO
WOMEN,
ironing,
housekeeping,
one day week for couple,
WURLITZER SPINET
own transportation. 753- piano, nice. Excellent
5203 after 9:30 a.m.
condition. $400.00. Wicker
twin head board, $20. Two
WANTED: HOSTESS for
metal bed
adjustable
hornecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call frames,$20 each. Call 437753-0034 between 6 and 7 4153.

49. Used Cars 8 Trucks

43 Real r.

Another View

15. Articles For Sale

s.

Wilsiin Real Estate, 753326.3 or come ,by 202 1971 DATSUN pickup.
Owner. Good condition
South 4th, across from
Call 354-8415, Benton.
ffIce
post

your
per
Installed
specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates

AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and enclosures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647
PAINEXPERIENCED
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.

CUSTOM RIGID
LAMINATING
Convert Yew
Business Cards
to an

I-D TAG
whik-roe-vid
Winchester

CARPET INSTALLED.
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 4742789.

Printing Services
102 K. 46

PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work
guaranteed to please. Call
James Burkeen, 474-2257.

MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call
#.
753-1873 after 5 p.m.

WE WANT TO MAKE wet
basements dry. No
digging or pumping.
Beaver water control
succeeds where others
fail. Guaranteed. Check
our
with
methods
satisfied customers. For
free estimates contact
Morgan Construction co.,
502442-7028, Route 2, Box
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
42001.

EXPERIENCED WILL
stay with elder people day
or night. Call 435-4169.
LAKELAND CONSTRUCTION. Backhoe
work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
top soil
rock and
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.

OPENING
'-the 1st
of December,
WRIGHT'S BOARDING
HOUSE
Route 5, Paris, Tennessee
Prefer elderly people.
Call collect 901-642-2604.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Tow Way Rental and Sales Inc., 2170 Irvin Cobb Drive, Poducay, Ky. Friday,
November 28, 1975, 10 a. m.
flit low Way Company is tiling uk testicle innway of renial
trocks, Catlin, mots, lest* /ids, RV parts and Of(MOMS
Over $200,000 iventory.
Partial List As Follows:
TRUCKS AND TRAILERS: Two 1975 GMC 2 ton heavy
duty long wheel base trucks, one van body the other
grain bed. 1975 GMC one ton deluxe cab 6 wheel
4 ton pickup with topper. Two
3
pickup. 1971 GMC /
1968 Chevrolet C50 16 ft. van and 16 ft. stake bed.
1967 International 1600 18 ft. van body. 1967 white tilt
cab. 20 ft. van with lift gate. 1973 Chevrolet 1 ton air
condition, with 12 ft. van. 1964 Chevrolet 34 ton
pickup. 18 ft. flat trailer. 2 utility vans. 10 utility
open trailers and one 2 horse trailer.
TOOLS: L78 Diesel air compressor. M Series Ditch
Witch. B&D electric jack hammer. Two Dessa cut
off saws.9 H. P. rotor-tiller. Vinks portable air compressor. Wall paper steamer. Type cutters and
4 inch
3
threaders. Tap and die sets. Air nailer. 1 and/
water pumps. Partner K 12 cutting saw. Sewer
snake. Electric drive come-along. Railroad jack.
Chain saws. Hand saws. Carpenter and concrete
tools, and lawn care equipment.
HEALTH AIDS: Hospital beds. Wheel chairs. Safety
side rails. Bed tables. Patient aid bars. 22 roll-away
beds.
RV PARTS AND ACCESSORIES: 1970 20 ft. Avion. fulls
self-contained. 1975 Bee-Line, 22 ft. self-contained.
1975 17 ft. Bee-line semi-self-contained. 1975 16 ft.
Bee-Line. 1967 Air Stream 21 ft. self-contained. 1974
Cree 27 ft. fifth wheel self-contained. 1975 Bee-Line
31 ft. self-contained. Two Coleman fold up campers.
There is approximately a $50,000 inventory of parts
and accessories for RV's. Consisting of: hitches,
awnings, refrigerators, stoves, air conditioners,
and other items too numerous to mention.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: It is impossible to give a complete listing for this sale. For further information
contact auctioneers:

J. M.(Jake) Brown
and Associates
Route 1, Box 101,
Paducah, Ky. 42001
• Call 302-184.26885-or502-44762
Nights-395-7241
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I Deaths and Funerals 1 Ford To Announce Plan To Aid New York City In Conference
J. P. King Dies
Today At Age 78
Mr. J. P. King of 406N. 5th St.
died this morning at 4 1. m. at
the age of 78 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mr. King is survived by his
wife, Annabelle Robison King,
of the home address and two
sons, Jerry King, Bethelem,
Pa., and Gene W. King,
Owensboro.
He is also survived by a
sister, Mrs. Raymond Eva)
Adcox of Michigan; and a
brother, Leon King of Northville, Mi. Four grandchildren,
Janene, Elizabeth, Dan and
Grant King, also survive.
Mr. King was a member of
the First Baptist Church and
was a member of the Woodmen
of the World.
Funeral arrangements are
being handled by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Services are incomplete at this
time.

ALBANY, N.Y.(AP) — New
York City's major banks, city
employe union leaders and the
state legislature have taken
painful new steps designed to
convince Washington that the
A former Calloway Countian, city deserves federal help.
Roldon Parker of Montgomery, There are indications today
Ala., died Tuesday afternoon at that President Ford may now
his home in Montgomery. respond favorably.
Parker, age 57, is survived by
As part of Gov. Hugh Carey's
his wife, Lucille Coleman $9.4 billion plan to end the
Parker, one daughter, Mary city's prolonged fiscal crisis,
Ethyl Parker and one brother, the banks and union pension
Elmo Parker of Waynesboro, funds agreed Tuesday afterTn.
noon to take over the major responsibility for refinancing the
He was a member of the city's massive short-term debt
Norman Dale Baptist Church in — and at interest rates lower
Montgomery and had been than they have been getting.
employed by the Loveman
In a late-night session here,
Department Store for the past
the state legislature imposed a
15 years.
$200 million increase in city
Services will be held at the taxes and voted to require city
Max Churchill Funeral Home at workers to contribute to their
2p. m. Monday with Rev. Earl pensions.
M. Hull officiating and burial in
And in Washington, Ford adthe Elm Grove Cemetery. ministration sources told The
Friends may call at the funeral Associated Press the White
home after 6 p. m. Saturday.
House would soon announce,

perhaps today, that Ford now
favors federal aid to avert
default. Default, the equivalent
of municipal bankruPtcy, could
come as early as next week
without federal assistance. Several reports said Ford's plan
would provide up to $2.5 billion
in loans or loan guarantees.
That would complete the last
piece of the Carey plan. And it
would provide a middle ground

between previous state and city aid to help the city Mints=
pleas for massive federal help "vital services."
and Ford's rejection of any
State officials chose a $2.5
plan that would "bail out" the
billion
figure for federal assistthe
consequences of
city from
its long record of deficit financ- ance because that would do no
more than provide for the city's
ing.
Ford administration officials "seasonal borrowings," borrowtold the state during long nego- ings which any government
tiations on a save-the-city pro- makes to maintain an even
gram that they could consider cash flow in the face of irregunothing more than short-term lar tax and aid payment sched-

ules.
The city's massive short-term
debt accumulated through
years of budget gimmickry
would all be refinanced without
federal assistance, under the
Carey plan.

City employe pension funds
would make new investments
totalling $2.5 billion in borrowings for the city, and convert

olid State Color

I. Gm YAMS
XL-100 Performance
at a Thrifty Price

Says Give
DUF-SSFLDORF, West Germany (AP) — A former New
York housewife and 13 other
former Nazi death camp
guards go on trial today for the
mass murder of Jews at Lublin, Poland.
Herryine Braunsteier Ryan,
56 who married an American
after the war and settled in
New York, was extradited to
face charges of helping to send
more than 1,700 camp inmates
to their deaths.
Her conviction by the Duesseldorf state court could mean
imprisonment for life. The Polish government also wants her
for concentration camp crimes
punishable there with the death
penalty.
Mrs. Ryan is one of five

women defendants in the Lublin
trial, which rivals in scope the
proceedings against Auschwitz
camp officials in Frankfurt
during the mid-1960s. Polish authorities estimate more than a
million Jews
were exterminated at the Lublin camp
in southeast Poland from early
1942 until the summer of 1944,
when the Soviet army overran
the region.
Because of the Passage of
time and legal complications,
this may be West Germany's
last major trial of former Nazis
implicated in the gasing and
cremation of 4 million Jews at
concentration camps during the
Nazi occupation of Poland. One
defendant, former Lublin commander Hermann Heckmann,

62, is believed to be the only
surviving commandant in the
"death camp" chain that' included Auschwitz, Treblinka,
Sobibor and Belzec.
The trial, which could last as
long as two years, will be the
second war crimes proceeding
against Heckmann, Mrs. Ryan
and several other defendants.
Heckmann, a furniture salesman from Osnabrueck, was
sentenced to death soon after
the war but the penalty was
later reduced and he was paroled in 1955.
Mrs. Ryan, who served at
four concentration camps from 1939 to 1945, was convicted in
an Austrian court of mistreating inmates and imprisoned.

another $1.15 billion in shortterm city notes into state Municipal Assistance Corp. longterm bonds at lower interest
rates.
The city's major banks,
which underwrote the borrowing practices of the past, would
convert $1.65 billion in shortterm notes into long-term MAC
bonds, also at lower interest
rates.

Priced Right
for Gifting!

RCA
XL-100
COLOR
TV's

100% solid-state reliabty no chassis tubes to
bum out. Acculine black matrix picture tube
systern with AFT. Uses 27.5 percent less pov.er
than comparable RCA sets with tubes. ET363

100% Solid-State with
AccuLine Picture Tube .
Priced Right
for Gifting!
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Budget. . .
The Murray State University
Forensic unit walked off with a
lions share of the honors In the
three day forensic tournament
held on Murray's campus
November 20, 21, and 72. The
tournament was the yearly
meet for the universities in the
Ohio Valley Conference. The
competitive events included
both varsity and junior varsity
debate, persuasive speaking,
extemporaneous speaking,
after dinner speaking, impromptu speaking, prose and
poetry interpretation.
Murray States' varsity debate
unit took championship honors
.in the advanced competition.
The winning team consisted of
John Riley, a sophomore from
Murray, and Rick Maxedon, a
junior from Murray. Riley was
also chosen the third top
speaker in the varsity division.
Murray also placed a team
third in the varsity division
which consisted of Keith
Russell, a senior from Belleville
Illinois, and Ike Thacker, a
freshman from Shepardsville,
Kentucky. The winning Murray
unit won the championship with
a victory over Morehead State
University on a split decision.
The topic for debate was
Resolved: "That the Federal
Government should adopt a
comprehensive program for
land use in the United States."
Murray State will retain their
covetted title of varsity debate
champions until next year when
the O.V.C. will be hosted by
State
Tennessee
East
University in Johnson City,
Tennessee.
Murrays' forensic unit also
demonstrated their excellence
in the various individual events.
Becky Sanuns, a freshman
from Murray, walked off with
first place honors in persuasive
speaking. Her speech was
entitled, "The High Cost of

Death" and proved to be the
superior effort at the tournament.
In after dinner speaking
Laurie Beatty, also a freshman
from Murray, walked off with
first place honors. Her speech
was a humorous presentation
The Dating
concerning
Game."
The Murray speakers also
dominated the impromptu
event taking three of the top five
places. Miss Beatty won first
place, Miss Cindy Sexton, a
senior from St. Louis, Missouri,
won fourth place and Mr. Steve
David, a sophomore from
Columbus Indiana, finished
fifth. All three demonstrated
their excellence in taking a
topic and quickly organizing
and presenting the most pertinent points for consideration.

From
a time

(Continued from Page 1)
Analyst L. K. Lynch said this
would result in limits on new
and expanded general fund programs.
Some basic economic assumptions were made in the
broad budget projection for the
next biennium.
One is that the federal tax
cut this year will continue for
the next two fiscal years—except that there will not be a
federal tax rebate.
Another is that the Kentucky
economy will grow next year,
with personal income rising 10
per cent and the jobless rolls
declining 5 per cent.
A third assumption is that the
coal industry will continue to
expand.
The fourth is that the value
of a trade-in on a new automobile will be considered when
the state taxes the total transaction.
Sen. Tom Easterly, D-Frankfort, said the state appears to
be heading for a surplus of almost $200 million this fiscal
year on the basis of LRC projections.

In the interpretation of poetry
Brad Holbrook, a Murray junior
from Louisville, Kentucky,
went through all rounds with an
unblimished record. Holbrook
received nothing but first place
throughout
both
ballots
preliminary and final rounds.
His poetry was taken from the
works of a Russian critic,
Alexander Solzhenitsyn. Miss
Officers for the new year for
Becky Samms of Murray
finished fourth in the com- the Kentucky Lake Chapter of
petition with an interpretation the National Association for
of "Poetry of Christie Stevens. Retired Federal Employees
( NARFE) were elected at a
The prose division of in- meeting, Thursday, Nov. 20, at
terpretive reading found Miss the Triangle Inn.
Sue Hill of Murray, the fifth
Newly elected officers are:
place winger with her selection Charles
Bondurant,
0.
from "Innocence Abroad" by president; E. W. Allbritten,
Mark Twain.
D.
Van
vice-president;
Dr. Jerry Mayes, Director of Valentine, sec.-treas.; and Mr.
Forensics at Murray State and Mrs. Norman Klapp,
expressed great satisfaction publicity.
with what he termed a truly
Plans were made for the local
superior event. The forensic chapter to host a luncheon for
unit will next travel to members and their guests to be
Greenville, Illinois December 5, held 'at the Triangle Inn on
for a tournament there.
Friday, Nov. 28, at 11:30 p. m.
Max B. Hurt, past president,
will be the speaker.
All retired federal employes
are eligible for membership in
NARFE and are invited to
attend this dinner meeting A
door prize will be given.
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ColorTrak

Reil
XL-100 Color Console

NARFE To Hold
Luncheon Friday

Route 5- Hwy. 1215.
will be open Thanksgiving from
6 a. m.- 3 p. m.
Roast Turkey IL Dressing
Chicken & Dressing
Choice of 3 Vegetables
For Only $2.50
- ri•ervone is uvirogrW
Phone 753-9465

Now, the most popular screen size for the most
automatic color TV ever from RCA. A dramatic
improvement in RCA color TV performance. This
new RCA XL-100 ColorTrak System "thinks in
color" by electronically tracking the broadcast
TV signal and automatically adjusting the picture to give you color .that rivals life itself! See
. the RCA XL-1006 with ColorTrak howl

l VONterieVelieN,ANICIArieNigNe
e

Super AccuColor black matrix picture tube for
rich brilliant color 100% solid- state reliability
miens no chassis tubes to bum out Automatic
Fine Tuning.

Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received
their
home
delivered copy of The
Murray ledger I, Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753-1916 between 5:31 p.m.
ond 62.m..to..insuredelive
of AGA:paper. Calls vilest
be pieced before 6 p.m.

I

21" diagonal

RCA
XL-100 Color Console
in Spanish Styling

nen
xwoo
Color TV

25"

L& B CAFE

Specialofthe Day

Reil Z..."%% 19" diagonal

Itell

Super AccuColor black metrix picture tube for
rich brilliant color, 100% solid-state rellobilley
means no chassis tubes to bum out. Autoremdc
Fine Tuning.

Reil

25"diagonal

XL-100
Downtown Shopping Center - 7534713-,
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Bird Attack Begins
Near Hopkinsville Tuesday
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— A representative of the International Fund for Animal
Welfare was among the onlookers as a helicopter, blaring bird
distress calls, swooped down on
a pine grove in southern HopkinsvWe to begin the state's
war on blackbirds.
Donna Hart said the Canadian-based group supports such
methods of bird removal as opposed to the use of Tergitol, a
chemical that removes protective oils from birds' feathers
and allows them to die of exposure.
The helicopter, blasting its
recorded starling distress calls,
thundered over the treetops of
the 26-acre roost at dusk Tuesday, scattering millions of
blackbirds that were settling in
for the night.
Swarms of screeching birds
wheeled through the air, adding
their cries to the noise from the
helicopter, and police stationed

in the roost contributed to the
din by firing noise-maker shells
into the flocks with shotguns.
Biologist Gordon Boudreau,
who directed the attack, said
he thought about 40 per cent of
the birds had been scared away
from their customary roosting
place, which is bounded on
three sides by houses and on
the fourth by a lumber yard.
"Of course this is just a wild
guess at this stage," said
Boudreau, who is battling the
blackbirds of Western Kentucky
under a $10,000 contract with
the state Department of Agriculture as part of a $30,000 experimental bird control program.
From the ground, it was difficult to tell if any in the huge
dark mass of birds actually
went elsewhere, but Boudreau
said that from his aerial vantage point he saw large flocks
moving off toward open country
to the southeast.

THANKSGIVING

I

School Dress Codes Perplexing To Some Parents And Students
not be okay in a small rural
town.
"There has been quite a discussion recently as to whether
little boys and girls should operate under the same codes,"
Alexander said. "But at the
same time there has been no
interpretation under title IX
(nine) that the dress codes
have to be identical."
Marge Justice, equal opportunity specialist of the Office of
Civil Rights, U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, told superintendents from

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — something similar to that had
"Mr. Alexander, does my son happened. And he said it probably won't be the last.
look repulsive to you?"
"As far as I know, reasonSam Alexander, assistant superintendent of public instruc- able dress codes are still legal
tion in Kentucky, was taken in Kentucky, and we had a case
aback by that question, posed where a judge ruled that it is
by a man who had walked into legal," Alexander said. "They
his office and pointed at his have to be reasonable dress
codes, equitably applied."
son.
But he acknowledged that
The man said that's the way
school officials in his hometown dress codes in school systems
vary widely around the state.
had described the boy.
"They said he looked repul- What might be acceptable in a
sive," the man continued, ask- metropolitan area such as
ing again for Alexander's opin- Louisville or Lexington might
ion.
"No," Alexander replied,
wondering out loud what made
the man ask such a strange
question.
The boy, Alexander said,
"was good looking."
The man told him — his son
had been suspended from
school for three days because
his hair was too long. The
youth's hair touched the collar
of his shirt.
Alexander said if that was a
criteria for being repulsive,
then his 11 grandsons, at one
time or another, could be described in that way.
Alexander, who has been with
the state Department of Education for some 20 years, said his
grandsons have moddishly long ;
hair and that "they aren't repuLsive to me."
Lyman Ginger, the state superintendent of public instruction, then walked into Alexander's office.
"Mr. Ginger, does my son
look repulsive?" the man
asked.
Ginger, likewise, was surprised at the question.
"He said almost the exact
same thing I did, except he
didn't mention the number of
grandsons he had," Alexander
said, relating the experience.
Alexander declined to name
the school system involved in
that particular incident, but he
said it was not the first time

•

around the state in a meeting
here recently that schools must
develop plans to abolish sex
discrimination within three
years.
One of the requirements of
title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 is that
"rules of appearance or behavior must not be made arbitrarily against one sex."
Failure to comply with the
regulations can lead to loss of
federal funds for the school systems.
Ross Henderson, the state

Education Department's title
IX coordinator, said the large
attendance at the meeting indicated that "we've identified
an urgent need."
Ginger has told superintendents to treat all pupils alike.
He also has said regional workshops will be held to help
school officials comply with the
guidelines.
Until the deadline set down
for elimination of sex bias by
HEW, however, parents whose
children are disciplined for
having long hair have only one

recourse, according to Asst
Atty. Gen. Robert Chenoweth.
They can fUe suit against the
local board of education charging that the board's dress codes
are arbitrary and unreasonable.
Under state law, local boardg
have the authority "to make
rules and regulations governing
the conduct of pupils.
"It is a very broad power
that is vested in each board of
education, and part of the rules
deal with dress and hair,"
Chenoweth said.

WAIRRIPV30'
ALL FIVE MINNEN STORES
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
AND
EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens II Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: Bel Air Center
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OMR
ENTIRE STOCK WINTER COATS ON SALE!

Giving of Thanks
For Shared Bounty
From the first Thanksgiving until today, this has been
a time of shared bounty.
between
On the first Thanksgiving, it was a sharing
early Colonists and the Indians, who taught them how
to bum in a new land.
Today it is a sharing between modern mechanized farmers and consumers everywhere. The production efficiency achieved by today's farmer is the foundation of
a capability to feed not only an entire nation, but a good
bit of the world.
As we offer a thanks-giving, let us remember those from
whom this bounty springs.

A Thanksgiving Tribute to our farmers
and their families from your
Sperry New Holland dealer

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.

_
.
.
•,
.7

503 Walnut
153-3062

STALKING THE
YELLOW-SHOULDERED
GRASSQUff
NEW YORK AP) — Sections
of Jamaica that the average
traveler misses will be covered
by a field trip under the sponsorship of the National Audubon Society International Ecology Workshop. The group will
depart from here on Dec. 27 for
the seven-day trtp, which" wilt
be guided locally as well as by
a National Audubon naturalist.
Jamaica has more than 500
varieties of ferns and 200 varieties of orchids, many of which
will be viewed in two wilderness areas, the Blue Mountains
and the Yallahs Valley on the
east coast of the island. The
tour will also search for
Streamertail and Mango Hummingbirds, the Jamaican Woodpecker, Saffron Finch, Greater
Antillean Bullfinch, Yellowfaced and -Yellow-shouldered
Jamaican
Grassquits, the
Crow, Golden -Swallow and
Jamaican Becard.
In the Bird Feeding Station in
Anchovy, a small town near
Montego Bay, they will see a
number of hard-to-find species
that arrive there to be fed every day by Jamaica's renowned
conservationist, Lisa Salmon.

We Will Close Wed. Nov. 26 at 8 p. m.

THIS WEEK'S

BANKROLL
AWARD

110000
FREE CASH
SOUTHSIDE
NORTHSIDE

$3000°

$800))

LAST WEEK
NORTHSIDE
NAME DRAWN
CARD NOT
PUNCHED

SOUTHSIDE
NAME DRAWN
CARD NOT
PUNCHED

Regular '44 to '132

105

To

All furs labeled
to show country
of origins

Sizes 3-15
6-20
121/2-24V2

*Long and Pant Length Wool Coats-Solids and Plaids *Natural
Rabbit Coats
_
'Fur Trimmed and Untr1mme2rIetede Coots 0146d
- eed and
Trimmed Wool Coats
*Long and Short Leather Coats *Hand Pointed Leathers *Natural
Doeskin Jackets

JUNK",and MISSES FALL SPORTSWEAR SALE
Tremendous Selection On Sale Now!
Values from 59 to 534

*Pants
*Sweaters

Price

•P. rinfirouses
*Big Tops

UMW
BANXAMERICARO

*Blazers *More Sweaters *Skirts *Still More Sweaters

LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS AT MIN NENE
FIELD'S•IN THE PIECE

4 PORK
1
/
LOIN
SLICED
INTO
CHOPS
CREAMER

COFFEEMATE
SNOWDRIFT

Shortening
Or

IGA TABLERITE

RIB-EYE STEAK

Rtchtex

WIENERS
!GA
.1.19 CATSUP 14 01
Towels

394

No.
2' 2
CAN
FlORIDA

GRAPE JELLY

ORANGES Dot
TURNIPS

PRINGLES
IVORY 32 oz. .

69c

69`
89'
99`

PORK
CHOPS
CENTER
CUT

20c

NESTLE'S HOT• 12P.

J1

COCOA MIX Box

494

$1 59
lb.•

99C

Crisco
Oil

Bleach

48oz. $1 79

G,.091. 594

Peaches

JUMBO ROLL

KRAFT 18 oz JAM OR

110111D

12 ox Pkg

HI-DRI

3lb. $1 39

POTATO CHIPS •TW1N PAK

lb

FIELDS•PRO LEAGUER

$129
Lb

79C

Lb

BICHWEIGER

49c
1b12

FRESH•FIRM

CABBAGE

1b

12c

JONATHAN

APPLES 3 Lb

Bag

49`

JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS

Prices Good
Beginning Fri
bqcv. 28 tlirt;
Tues. Dec. 2
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MH
MU NITY
NDAR
Wednesday, November 26
Murray State Amateur Radio
Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Ham Shack.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p.m.
Thursday, November 37
Annual
community-wide
Thanksgiving service will be
held at First Christian Church
from ten to 10:45 a.m.
Saturday, November 29
The Senior Citizens of Dexter
will sponsor a Christmas
Bazaar in the Dexter Community Building all day
Saturday.
Sunday, November 30
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie A.
Green will celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary at their
home, Route Two, Buchanan,
Tn., from two to five p.m.
Friends are invited to call.
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Mouthy, December 1
The Murray-Calloway County
retired teachers will have a
potluck supper at 5 p. m.
followed by a short Christmas
musical program given by Mrs.
Treva Mathis.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet with Mrs. W. J. Pitman at
7:30 p. m.
Thursday, December 4
and
Rings
"Wreaths,
Christmas Things" will be the
topic of the workship at the
meeting of the Garden Dept. of
the Murray Woman's Club at 10
a. m. Members should bring the
necessary materials and a sack
lunch. The business meeting
will begin at 1:30 p. m.

Pic*

HOME ENTERTAINING
Looking for low-cost entertainment near home? Check
with churches and civic groups.
Many
have
recreation
programs that are open to nonmembers.
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Mr. and Mrs. Hal Perry

Masseur's Late Hours
Rub Wife Wrong Way
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a masseur, and he has his
own parlor. Our problem is the growing number of women
who find it impossible to come in for massages during
Walter's regular working hours. To accommodate them, he
stays evenings, which means Walter and his customer are
there all alone.
One woman used to come in three times a week —always
after hours—so I started going down there when she did,
and she finally quit coming in for massages.
Walter became upset and said he doesn't want me coming
down to his parlor at all because the word is getting around
that he has a jealous wife—which is hurting his business.
I say he does well enough during the day hours and
doesn't need to work evenings, too. Also, I've never know
him to work overtime on a man or an elderly or obese
woman—only young, good-looking ones.
Have I s right to be suspicious?
WALTER'S WIFE
• — DEAR WIFE: Yes. But you can't be absolutely sure
until you catch Walter rubbing one of his customers the
wrong way.
DEAR ABBY: I am stationed in Seoul, Korea, and read
your column in the Pacific Stars and Stripes.
My wife is back in the States. We've been married two
years, but have spent only 10 months together because of
my Army training and stationing in Korea.
My wife used to smoke before we were married, but I
asked her to quit and she did.
She wrote to tell me she has started smoking again. She
says it "relaxes" her and keeps her weight down. "Only half
a pack a day," she claims, but I am very much upset
because I hate that habit and don't want her to smoke at all.
As her husband, do I have the right to demand that she
quit? My mother used to smoke over three packs a day, and
you should have seen her when she got up in the morning. I
don't want that to happen to my wife.
What should I do?
FAR FROM HOME
DEAR FAR: Don't make an issue of it in your letters.
You'll only upset her and increase her need to "relax."
When you get home, ASK her to please quit. But I warn
you, unless she herself is motivated to quit, she probably
won't.
Being•husband doesn't give you the "right" to demand
anything except fidelity.
DEAR ABBY: I am 14-years-old and ashamed to admit
it, but I still wet the bed.
When my friends ask me if I can spend the night with
them, I make up an excuse like: "My mother won't let me."
Abby, I know it's a sin to lie, but I just can't tell them
that I still wet the bed. Can you help me?
ASHAMED
DEAR ASHAMED: There are more kids your age who
still wet the bed than you would believe, and it's nothing to
be ashamed of.
Ask your mom to get a "wet alarm." (It's advertised in
leading mail-order catalogues—and it really works! After
you've tried it, write again and tell me if it worked for you I

More Christmas
for Your Money

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Perry of Rt. 1, Benton, will celebrate their
60th wedding anniversary on Sunday, December 7 at a reception
hosted by their children in the lounge of the Bank of Benton.
The Perrys were married Dec.6, 1915, by Rev. Harvey Jones in
his home. Their attendants were Mrs. Nina York Thompson and
Rudy Greenfield.
Mrs. Perry, the former Ila York, is the daughter of the late
James C. and Bertie York. Mr. Perry, a well-known contractor in
Marshall County for 28 years, is the son of the late Hamilton and
Lucy Perry.
Three children were born to the Perrys. Linda Perry
(deceased), Mrs. Ruth Creason and Willliun ( Bill) Perry, both of
Rt. 1, Benton.
The Perrys also have seven grandchildren, one deceased, and
seven great-grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry are active members of the Brewers United
Methodist Church, where they have been members since the
Church was built in 1923.

OUR BIGGEST EVER FREE GIFT-WITH-PURCHASE
Here's a smart way to do some Christmas Free Gift offer includes: Intense Body Moisturshopping for somebody special. With this izer, Candescent Face Makeup, Taupe Creamy
coupon and a $20 purchase of Merle Powder Eye Shadow and a trio Compact with
Norman cosmetics,this beautiful purse—a Satin Sienna Lipstick, Tawny Cheek Color
Merle Norman exclusive—is yours FREE. Creme and a Russett Moist Lip Gloss. All in an
Its charming mock tortoise shell and exclusive purse, and only at your Merle Norman
crystal look makes it a versatile fashion Cosmetic Studio!
accessory for daytime dress or elegant
evenings. And inside, a Holiday Collection
of six beauty enhancers to help you create
a sparkling holiday glow. Its all yours,free,
with this coupon and any $20 purchase of
Merle Norman cosmetics! A lovely gift
for somebody special. Like you.

MERLE

ArraDunn Circle HasMeet Nov.11
The Arra Dunn Circle of the
Hazel United Methodist Church
met at the church on Nov. 11 at 2
p. m. for a short business
session before separating to
visit Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray Convalescent, Westview Nursing Herne and
Puryear Nursing Home.
Gifts of lapspreads, shawls,
and other items were presented
to patients at the various
places...
On Wednesday, Nov. 19,
several of the members, along
with four other guests, were
invited to the home of Mrs.
Koska Jones for a quilting
party. The quilt had been
presented to the circle by Mrs.
Brady White and Mrs. Jones.
Mrs. Eula McCullough was in
charge of getting the quilt in the
frame ready to -4uilf.
Jones, who had just celebrated
her 87th birthday, served a
bountious midday dinner to the
12 people present.
She presented what she called
a "going-out" present to Mrs.
Olga Freeman, who had been
president of the Hazel United
Methodist Women for the past
four years. Mrs. Mildred
Herning, is the elected new
president for 1976.
The quilt was beautifully
CREAMY PUDDING
For creamier pudding and to
prevent a thick skin, place
waxed paper directly on top of
hot pudding before cooling.
Remove paper and stir or beat
with wire whip or rotary beater
before serving.

quilted and finished before the
guests departed late that afternoon. The United Methodist
women hope to sell the quilt to
enhance their budget for local
expenditures of the church.
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East

Kodak
TeleInstamatic

Your Business Is Appreciated

Midland
0 AC-DC
Portable

Frost

FM/AM
Radio

Tip Kit

608 Camera
Outfit
and telephoto lenses,

A kit containing everything you
need to frost or tip your hoir.

Built-in Regular
select either in an instant.

Sale

$349

Hai
Karate
After Shave Lotion

PANIVa
lpana
Toothpaste
with Fluoride
Try this fluoride toothpaste

7 oz. Tube
Limit 2

The

Old
Spice
tift
Set

Clairol
Final
Net

No.3384

43/4 oz. After Shave and 21
/
4
oz. Stick Deodorant

Sale

Invisible Hair Net
Choice of Regular or Unscented
8 oz.

Remington
PD 600

Life Savers
Sweet
Story Book

No.1345

Aristocrat Assortment
High quality greeting cords
with color coordinated envelopes.

We $1588

t

Gillette

Super
Stainless
Steel
Double Edge
Blades

Model 10-441

Slide tuning dial Operates on AC or Battery
power, with batteries and earphone

Safe$289

Gillette

Sole Your Choice
$119

Clairol

Come Visit With Us

November 30
1:30 to 5:00 p.m.

Effective, fast acting,
good taste Choice of 12
oz liquid or 100 tablets

he Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY—ENDS SATURDAY

Pack of 10

705 South 4th

Mylanta
Antacid

Side of Square
Murray Ky

Stop, Shop
and Save

4 oz. Bottle

OPEN
HOUSE

noRmAn COSMETICS

Offer good through December 25, 1975 or while supplies last,
at participating studios. Redeemable only at time of purchase.

Book of 10 Rolls
of Life Saver
Candy

Super Hand
Held Dryer
2speed control

with attachments.

Designed for the entire family 600 watts Dries and
styles hair fast

Box of 20

Wild Cricket
Accent Table
Lighter
by "Gillette" .
„14.1.5ieserts.„ReitH4by'in,'-..serting a new,Cricket lighter into base

Reg. $3.95

Sale$1"

Confetti
Spray
Cologne
byr.iteksfilar,cough
Pdricfs-

—
2.25 oz. Bottle

Reg. $1.49

Schick
Hot Lather
Machine
lor13iping hot- lather
seconds

Complete with refill

21F-A1 5 ,1er"!-Tfat g*.
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MHS Student Council Sponsors Chili Supper
Murray High School Student
Council sponsored a Basketball
-tip-off" Chili Supper on
Tuesday night, November 18.
Two Hundred Sixty honored
the 1975-76 basketball squad and
heard Murray State University
Basketball Coach, Fred
Overton.
Dr. Hal Houston was master
of ceremonies. Coach Cary
Miller Introduced the boys
varsity and B-team and Coach
Jane Fitch introduced the girls
basketball team. Coach Jerry
Shelton was introduced as boys
B-team coach and Coach Rick
Fisher was presented as freshman and assistant girls' coach.
John Hall cooked the chili for
the supper and other parents

helped m serving and preparing
the meal.
Bank of Murray and Peoples
Bank donated tickets for the

EDWARDS BOY
Kenneth Neil is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Edwards, Rt. 1, Farmington,
for their new son born Nov. 16 at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The baby weighed 5
pounds, 8 ounces at birth.
Grandparents are Mrs. Pearl
Edwards, the late Lester Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Kniesteck and Mr. Lowell
Riddell.

basketball players and Federal
Savings and Loan donated
tickets for the guests.
'The Student Council would
like to thank these people and
businesses for their contributions," a spokesman said.
John Hall, Mrs. Jackie
Ransom, Mrs. Rebecca West,

PWP To Observe
Thanksgiving
A traditional Thanksgiving
family dinner will be observed
by Parents Without Partners on
Saturday, Nov. 29 at 6:30 p. m.
at the Ellis Community Center.
Turkey and dressing will be
provided by the club. Those
attending are asked to bring a
prepared dish. The cost will be
$1.25 per person or $2 per
family.
The dinner will be open to all
members and all those eligible
for membership and their
children. For further information, call 753-9730.

28th.
November at (east
riday,
is
Starts f merchandise pricesl.
Sawadvertised
everyday low
AO
out
3(ro oti
Sidewalivsottening
New SoIe *edge Wornen's
Crepe Idcot lining Si297
Regular
Nylon
'Teens' Sizes.

90,_
$4.07

We're Celebrating
2nd Anniversary
Special

SAVE

10% Storewide Discount

eday
go
aSntkosrgesCnios
Arlhl

—All Sales Cash—
Monday, Nov. 24th thru Saturday, Nov. 29th
-Oozed Thanksgiving-

SAVE $2.201 New
Latigo Oxiord

Hours:10:00 arn. to 530 pin.
Mon.-Thur.
1000 asn. to 8:00 p.m. Friday & Saturday
Until Christina,

i-4oney Tan or Blue
Our Regular 1697
men 5, Teens Sizes

477
Suedeine
SHOULDER BAGS
SAVE 344
t tg_rt,
) S1.53
Reg. $4.97 Asst'd. Colors.

Mrs. Winnie Gould, PeopltBank, Bank of Murray.
Federal Savings and Loan
Burger Chef, Burger Queen
Cherry's, Cash and Carry, QuikPik,
Northside I. G. A., Southsidr
I. G. A., Kroger, Storeys, CornAustin, Place,
Pagliai's, Buckingham-Ray
Ltd., Johnson's Gtocery, Shoe
Tree, Scott Drug, Parker Food
Market,
Owens, Roses, Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods.
BARLEY DISH
Vary the corner of the plate
that routinely is filled with
potatoes or rice. Try fried
barley. Saute one-half cup
chopped onion in one-third cup
butter or margarine in fry pan
about five minutes. Stir occasionally. Add three and onehalf cups cooked barley, onehalf teaspoon salt and onefourth teaspoon pepper. Fry
until butter is absorbed,stirring
occasionally. Makes six serviraS

free Gills

5itt titsesims

oe Socks
2?.?$2 97

Prices Good thru SaturdaY
*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card

'WNW 4,11ftnicari

The Shon)case
121 Bypass
West of Stadium
Murray,Ky.

Bel-Mr Shopping Center
Murray
10-8 Friday
19-7Mon.-Tburs.
1-6Sun.
1-ISM.
Get to know us you'll like us. ---'

Hark all you lads and lasses,
for ChristmasLongJohn Silver®
I glasses.
- has San

1

Vela.
NIIIN1100
Enjoy a large cup of Coke and keep a glass with the famous old
Santa Claus from the makers of Coca-Cola on it
for one low gift price.There's a different one every week.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 27, 1175
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
What your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
You may be tempted to take
an unexpected fling in money
matters and, if your judgment
is as good as it usually is, it
should pay off.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) deli,
Do not be impulsive, but
neither hold off action because
of uncertainty over your
abilities. Curb doubts and fears.
You DO have ability: Back it
with self-confidence.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Inspiration at a peak now. A
unique idea you have can be
carried off with just the right
touch of ingenuity to make it
work.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 034:1
Keep your head and maintain
the pace that's best for you.
Don't let others distract you
with ideas of doubtful worth —
especially if they clash with
your innate conservatism.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 0124k
Strong indications of gain
through past efforts. A good
period, too, for launching new
enterprises. Study all suggestions carefully, however.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ‘Ptil.
Stellar aspects indicate new
activities, some reconstruction
in your life, but you could lose
out on good opportunities if you
are lethargic or indifferent — a
tendency now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
Don't go off on the tangents
that so often upset a wellrunning routine. Aim for accomplislunents in which you
justifiably take pride.
10
(Oki. 24 to Nov. 22) ni
,
*
Stellar influences somewhat
restrictive where finances are
concerned,so watch the budget.
Avoid a tendency to overspend
on luxuries.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 )fitel
A good day for tackling important and controversial
issues. In this connection, some
Information you receive in an
unusual way should be carefully
noted.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 310
A golden opportunity to put
your unusual ideas across.
They'll get a satisfactory
hearing if presented logically.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) IV
Expect some complications
due to a conflict of personalities. You can handle,
however, with tact and a determination to preserve good will.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(Q
.
If undecided or uncertain
about accepting a financial
proposition, it would be better to
reject it.
YOU BORN TODAY are
individualistic, highly creative,
progressive in your thinking,
and logical, too. Your drive
instills ambition in many, and
your high ideals and integrity
are an inspiration to all with
whom you come in contact. All
this, of course, if you are
developing your finest traits.
You are a born wanderer and
could succeed in any field which
involves travel. You could also
shine as a trial lawyer for there
is no more persuasive and
convincing a talker than the
Sagittarian at his best. Other
fields suited to your talents:
finance,
management,
literature and statesmanship.
Birthdate of: Guillaume Dufay,
French Musicologist.

n

the
mood
is
holiday
Long luscious evening wear from
Bright's is turning heods all around
town this holiday season. In a
season filled with many important
events, you'll wont to look your
very best .. you can at Bright's!
Choose from sleeveless to long sleeve
with accents of lures, feathers and
lace; junior and missy; 32.00 to 72.00

Holiday
Dozziers
by
Life Stride

CLEAN BOXES
Keep lunch boxes and bags
clean and sweet-smelling by
washing the interiors regularly
with a solution of baking soda
and water.

Coca-Cola ancl Coke are regreiered ear:lee/are s weir( ,r2er11,ry fl e samo product a 1 he Coca-Cola Company

Remember tl.ose charming Santa Clauses you used
to see every Christmas in advertisements for Coca-Cola
in Life Magazine? Well, Life is gone, but those
wonderful Santa Clauses are back. The people who
make Coca-Cola have put three of their famous old
Santa Clauses on some beautiful new glasses. You can
get them only at participating Long John Silver's while
4iimiivertietirteomecritzarprityrtettlf
54.--.eskettsupperiasts
4
.-liee.,
too long since they're sure to be colledor s items. So
come into Long John ilver's soon and start collecting.

for Information
Regarding

0Iljl

ereS
9

SEAFOOD SHOPPES

711 South 12th Street

is

Electrolysis
Atermonpitt.
Reasoval of Hair)

Call 753-8856

,

- vosalige,es.st,igusniser s

life Stride.

WHirtICIO in goId or
$" r 4_41.4344/Lowersaas-,415.erow
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PRICES
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12-2-75
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permanent

Pure Lean

F

Family
Pack

"FRIENDLY GIANT"
We Will Be Open 8:00 a.m. til 6:00 p.m. Thanksgiving Day
For Your Shopping Convience

Solt & Pretty

Tissue
*We Reserve Right To Limit
*Open 7 Days Per Week

Limit 1 Please
Scot Lad

59c

Cake Mixes

59c

Tomato Juice

Baby Beef
Steak Sale
Rib Steak
88'
Club Steak
98'
Round Steak
Sirloin Steak
1-Bone Steak

32 oz.
Bottles

19

$0
1 1

ie.,.

Coffee

89

Beef Wieners

Food Giant
Sandwich

Flows

For exa
architectiu
Bustamant
fly pie-plat
ware. Nen
pearan
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'.' inexpensiv
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lb

118

lb

98

lb

NATURA
A

$108

Just spray it c
Fest your nahn

Money I
Iii WW1 tail
Pe animas a
IUTU

Stott Lad

C

Peaches

One
Pound
Vacuum
Pkg.

This Week's Winner
Michelle MeGehee

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Giant Size

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
044526

#44528

Nature Valley

Dove

Betty
Crocker

Total

Potato Buds
Good Only At Storevs

Expires 12-2-75

Expires 12-2-75

Go0 Only At Storeys

Good Only At Store%s

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
144527

s
Expires 12-2-75
Good Only At Storeys

Gold

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
05009

Medal

Flour
25 lb
"Bat)

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Maxwell House

Sugar
Crisp

Coffee

BOX

Expires 12-2-75
Good Only At Storeys

Expires 12-2-75
Good Only

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Post

Expires 12-2-75
Good Only At Storeys

Se

2 lb.
taw-

5
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Mexican Crafters Try
For Best of Old, New
,
.

•
•
i
f
'

.,
.•

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer
Mexican hand crafts are
combining modern ideas and
old-world know-how for a new
look.
At a recent exhibition the
idea was evident in everything
From tinware to rugs.
'In combining new techniques and traditional materials with sophisticated designs,
we are achieving more of a
boutique look," explained Irma
Rosado. She and Sophia Cozar
were representing the Cottage
Industries of Mexico at a show
being held at the new Manhattan Art and Antiques Center in
New York. They are planning a
permanent exhibit.

PLUS REGULAR AND SPECIAL PURCHASE GIFT IDEAS THAT MAKE SENSE

(SAVE
$14580

, The Mexican workers are
i guided so that their talents can
r be put to work making more
marketable things, the senoras
explained. In the past the workmanship was good but often the
materials, colors or designs
chosen by the rural handicrafters were not popular. In
some instances the objects
were crudely executed.

.
-,
ii-

•

`
7.

lb.

•
,
'

For example, a 24-year-old
architectural student, Sergio
Bustamante, has taken the tinny pie-plate look out of the tinware. New treatment and appearance that resembles
wrought silver puts it in a luxury category even though it is
inexpensive. There are wastebaskets, tables, silver frames
and mirrors bordered with
owls, peacocks and pheasants
with delicately detailed feathers. A headboard had hundreds
of birds and animals individually carved into the piece. A
great lamp was a tinware version of a Tiffany lamp design.
"In seven years he has developed his own technique," explained Miss Rosado. "He is
more widely known in other
countries, France, for example,
than he is in Mexico or the
United States."
Applying new techniques to
traditional materials applies
particularly to rugs, wall hangings and other articles made on
the rustic looms. Newer ones
include an adaptation of a Vasarely op art design. An area
rug of pastel fish was tastefully
done,
In the exhibit there were
equipales, the traditional Mexican chairs, macrame holders
hangingplahnatnsa-w
ceorvaem
n ics,
taet jewelry,
blecloths, dresses, sweaters.
Miss Rosado modeled one of
the lonk bulky knit wool sweaters, the kind that are fashion-

tft

NATURAL HAIR GROWTH
ANEW DISCOVEIY

SAVE $6100

COMPLETE STA-82
STEREO SYSTEM
PRICED FOR
CHRISTMAS GIVING!

33% OFF REALISTIC ® STEREO
RECEIVER WITH OUR BEST FEATURES!

474 80

PAPIER-MACHE
decorative piece, five feet
two inches tall, was
Sergio
by
created
Bustamante and crafted in
Mexico City in gold, rust,
brown and white. It is
shown here holding an
arrangement of dried
flowers.
able this season.
Delightful papier-mache
pieces were done by several
craftsmen. Some pieces by
Abelardo Ruiz, 34, were ambitious projects such as a fivefoot lady in beiges and browns
wearing a pleated cape and a
bowl on her head which was
filled with flowers. There were
cats, candelabras and wastebaskets. The show included the
well-known black pottery from
Oaxaca, parquet-topped tables,
ceramics, yarn painting and
embroidery.
Stretching from the border
states to the Yucatan Peninsula, the cottage industries are
part of a land reform program
being developed economically
by the Ejido Development
Fund, a governmenl agency. It
-ottemptincut model rural
communities — ejidos — after
the traditional pre-Colombian
Indian villages, entrusting family heads with a share of the
aVailable land." Previously the
ejidos were agrarian with farnilies developing crafts for their
own needs, and bartering with
other communities for different
crafts.
Arts and crafts are just one
part of the movement, which
includes products from forestry, mining, tourism and food.

EC-475 MEMORY
SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR

• Realistic STA-82 AM-FM Stereo
Receiver
• Two Realistic MC-1000 Walnut
Veneer Speaker Systems
• Realistic LAB-12C Changer with
Base and $12.95 Value
Magnetic Cartridge

31-2056

A great family gift! The beautiful STA-82 with
Auto-Magic " FM tuning, Glide-Path"
volume/balance controls, Quatravox4 4-speaker
capability Tape monitor. phono inputs, tuning
meter. A really super audio value! There's only
one place you can find it
. Radio Shack

SAVE$20
REALISTIC AM-FM 2/4-CHANNEL
RECEIVER WITH STEREOMAXT.N
Reg.
339.95
DELUXE 3-PC. 8-TRACK PLAYER
WITH PHONO/TUNER INPUTS

12-1504

• One of our finest AM/FM digitals!
• Features big 1" electrolisio-look readout
with a dim/bright control!
14-943

SAVE
$2095

and you can

CHARGE IT

master charge

Al Radio Shack

AM-FM STEREO
PHONO & 8-TRACK
PLAYER SYSTEM!

RADIO SHACK'S DUoFONE
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER
SYSTEM

Reg. 219.95

239

31-4015

Dual performance for the price of one! Exclusive
Stereomax instantly converts this quadraphonic
QTA-753 into a versatile stereo center with over
twice the power poix-shennel. Plus Auto-Magda•
FM tuning, Glide-Path^, volume/balance controls
and much more! A rare audio buy'
IS WATTS PIN CHANNEL MINIMUM
IDAS AT
OHMS PROM 20-201t PI2
WITH NO MORN TWAN IN TOTAL
HARMONIC DISTORTION

OMAX POWIR OUTPUT 22 WATTS
PUS CHARISM, MINIMUM RMS AT SOMM•
PROM 20-20N HI WITH NO MORN THAN IN
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION

SAVE $2407°
COMPLETE 2/4 CHANNEL
HI-Fl MUSIC SYSTEM

Money Back &wades ,
Fe LURE aid iithhiludr.irSW

29.

Pe maw

NATURAL Haif 6roir16

43-270

PO Sox 14/39,57
PAIL:ORION, Po I9132

ANIMAL RADIOS

PER SET

kg.

Marcile's
First

PAMPER YOUR KIDS WITH A
PLUSH PET FROM OUR ZOO!

ELEGANT CONTINENTAL
CRADLE TELEPHONE

SAVE 21%
• Cuddly Animals with a
Radio Hidden Inside'
• Completely Safe for
Little Ones'
• Hurry for Best Selection(

NOTE Customer-owned
equipment connected to
telephone company equipment
Is subject to extra charges

Starts
Friday, Nov. 28
Ara

Saturday, Dec.6

• Realistic QTA-753
Stereol4-Channel FM-AM Receiver
• Four Realistic MC-1000 Walnut
Veneer Speaker Systems
• Realistic LAB-34 Automatic
Changer with Base and $17 95
Value Elliptical Cartridgei

GIVE 'EM
OUR AM
FLAVORADIO'

GIFT-WORTHY
HEADSET
RADIO

Reg 695

544
12-166

12-191

PLAY It SMART! MAKE RADIO SHACK YOUR LOW-COST TOY SHOPPIN G CENTER!

SAVE s5

SAVE
s10

SPECIAL
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
PURCHASE PURCHASE PURCHASE PURCHASE

PORTABLE
PHONO WITH
AM RADIO
Reg 34 95
2995
13-1184

ATTENTION
CB BUYERS!

Vinner
;ehee

oN
r family

louse

;e
12"

Selected
Lots

Mood
Rings

25 to
50%

in fancy
mountings
Are you with it?

Off

We have
Christmas Layaway

Radio Shack is a world leader
in CB, featuring the exclusive
Realistic line. Check the
Shack today and often You
can la• SURE if it's Realistic!

GIFTED
NEW
RADIO
SHACK EQUIPMENT,
AND PARTS
CATALOG! GET YOUR
164 PAGE COPY OF
WHAT'S GIVEABLE IN
ELECTRONICS AT-ANY
RADIO SHACK STORE!

SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY

ARCHER
SPACE PATROL °
WALKIE-TAL K IF

795

BATTERY
POWERED
PROGRAMMABLE
COMPUTER CAR

OLD-TIME
CLASSIC
CAR KITS
FOR ALL AGES

60 2373

EACH
60 1049

SIZZLER
BUILD A ROTARY
"WILD OVAL"
RACE TRACK SET WANKEL ENGINE!

DIGITAL
ELECTRONIC
COMPUTER KIT

EA

80-3020

2 FOR 14.95

60-1039

28-199

. RADIO SHACK STORES NOW OPEN LATE NIGHTS 'TM CHRISTMAS

••••••1 •••••• OM.
...M.

Or. p•••••••
on. onr

•••••11110M1.0

Phone 753-7100

!-2-75

it

Stores%
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Future Of Frankfort, One Of Smallest
State Capitals In Nation, Looks Bright
lems, traffic and so forth," he
But for every action, accord- said.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — all those who have vested inhe
said.
gift
"The
Waste,"
equal
hill
an
a
is
an
there
ing to science,
In an old cemetery
"Helping" the legislators and
overlooking the Kentucky Riv- shops, restaurants, bars, and opposite reaction.
handling the heavy flow of trafIt's
a
everything
plus
booms.
famous
degree
some
the
of
to
true
is
remains
That
er, the
fic "puts a tremendous amount
frontierenan, Daniel Boone, time for the city of Frankfort as In Frankfort, Bennett said.
of pressure on our police
"It has some adverse prob- department," Bennett said.
and his wife, Rebecca, are in- far as ow economy is concerned."
terred.
Many tourists are attracted
to the graves, which are
marked by a large monument.
Others flock to the Old Capitol
Building, the old state arsenal,
the Kentucky Historical Association's museum and antebellum
homes.
Those attractions and others
bring in thousands of dollars
and make the tourist industry
an important one for this town
f 24,000, located in the gently
Pr
rolling hills of Kentucky's bluegrass region, about 50 miles
east of Louisville.
But the most important asset
for Frankfort is the fact that it
Is the state,:s capital — one of
the smallest in the nation.
For those reasons, the future
looks bright, says Frankfort
P0
Mayor Robert Bennett.
And every two years it looks
even brighter, because that's
how often the legislature meets.
"We're in super shape," Bennett said Monday in an interview. "We've operated with the
same tax structure since 1965.
We end up every year with an
opening balance of $200,000 to
$300,000."
• Appetizer. Your choice from an
Bennett said a 1 per cent
assortment of soups,salads, or juices.
payroll tax on persons wo work
In the city, and federal revenue
sharing, have prevented finan• Entree. You choose from a selection of
cial problems for Frankfort.
four different main dishes every night.
In January, the 1976 General
Assembly begins its session,
and that will bring in even
Vegetables. You pick any two garden
more dollars for the city treasvegetables from each night's menu.
ury, not to mention other fringe
benefits, Bennett said.
"We look forward to legislacomplete suppers for one low price
tive sessions," be said. "A lot
of people get ready for it. They.
hire a lot of our local people on:71
a part time basis.
"They will hire 50 to 100
people, giving people time to
make extra money. Schools visRESTAURANTS
it. It is Just a good time for
us," the mayor said.
South 12th Street
"The economy booms, not
legislators,
the
Merrily
of
only because
but because of the lobbyists and

ce

etio"
egg`

fe

supper tonight at Jerry's

Supper is Super at

4.,.

295

$1

1/2

each

7s.

11990*

$

Hai

Price

Me
0c11

75 Rediners &
Ocassional Chairs

$1

Bassett-Berkline-Kroehler-La-Z-Boy
Every Chair in Stock

up All On Sale

Se

Bc

Marked Down

Over 30 to Choose from

i

W

Now

Lighted China - Table and 6 chairs

Marked Down
For This Sale
Some Cost& Freight

00
44
4
$

Reg.$529.00
---

.-

Bassett Dining Room
Suite

Bedroom Suites
Every Bassett Bedroom
Suite In Stock

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

Va
Si

Singer Dining Room
Suite

Living Room Suites

e have many things to be thankful
for during this Bicentennial era. The
most cherished of our nation's blessings .
freedom...has given Americans the right to
a life rich in liberty, justice, happiness.

,

Lighted China Table .and 6 chairs

Marked Down

$499°°

Reg.$689.00

"We are remodeling our store. If you will shop with us during the re:
modeling we believe you can find some good prices. All Name Brand
Furniture. Remember we have Pennsylvania House Cherry & Pine Furniture in stock now.

-

iliarket
.

,
--ti •

Va
-.

Va
is

Twin - Reg.- Queen

Dre

Now

-

Jamison Sleepers

Now

1

Broken Sets -Ali Nice Tables

12Styles To Moose From

Va

44'

Odd & End Cocktail
& End Tables

Marble Occasional
Tables

Dr

Jealis

Friday & Satunititerily

"

Fri&

414 ?lir/attire

414 MARKET STREET
.
.
.P,ARIS, TENNESSEE 38242
-- --a------4---"
----"
FREE DE.LIVERY —30 DAY LAY-AWAY PLAN
OPEN 8:30 A.M. TIL 5 P.M. — FRIDAYS 8:30 A.M. TIL 8 P.M.
PHONE 642-6996
414 NORTH MARKET ST.
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Court Of Appeals To Hear Oral Arguments On Severance Tax Law
FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP) —
The Kentucky Court of Appeals
will hear oral arguments Dec. 8
on a suit filed by the state to
settle a controversy over the allocation of coal severance tax
rebates.
Chief Justice Scott Reed of
the appeals court said Monday
that he expects the panel to
"expedite" its decision but declined to speculate when that
might be.

FRIDAY

SEAFOOD SPECIAL
• S goldon b,own hoed Arlen*

By WILLIAM C. WERTZ
Associated Press Writer
DECATUR, Ill. (AP) — Soybeans, this year being harvested in near-record amounts
throughout the nation's farm
belt, could soon be replacing
bmle
esat on many American ta- -777:
c

$18•9

Scovi3mrwAta

Soma SO`
Sews 364
.•
Both dinners served with
homemade tartar sauce • fresh coleslaw
Col's crisp fries • catsup • 3 hush puppies
OH*. Good LIm•ted Tim.onty .

,-VER

Ft

..*N-15 11L L I LAJ SOLD

That's the aim of food scientists in laboratories not far
from the dusty brown fields
where plump, protein-packed
beans await the tractors and
753-7101
1113Sycamore
combines.
-The period is not too far in ter and more cheaply.
The real breakthrough, in
the future when many people
ill prefer soybean products to terms of increasing human conmeat," says William T. Atkin- sumption of soybeans, came in
son,64, senior research chemist 1970, when processors invented
for Archer Daniels Midland Co. a way of cooking the powder
of Decatur, one of the world's into a plastic-like liquid and
largest soybean processors.
forcing it through small holes
Nutritionists consider soy- to make Texturized Vegetable
beans an almost perfect food,c, Protein TVP).
free of fat and starch and
one form TVP can be
packed with twice as much shiped, colored and flavored to
crude protein as beef or fish, r e sem ble hamburger. But
-INNIL__GrtIvP
three times as much as eggs treated in different ways it can
One Group
0,
and 11 times as much as milk. be made to look, taste and
The U.S. Agriculture Depart- chew like stew meat, and scienment predicts this year's har- tists like Atkinson at ADM and
vest, extending from mid-Sep- other research centers are
tember to mid-November, will working on ways to imitate
prpduce nearly 1.5 billion bush- shrimp, mushrooms and other
ela of soybeans, very close to delicacies.
Values to 534"
the record 1,547 billion bushels
Development of TVP in 1970
harvested in 1973.
Values to 524"
coincided with a decision by
This
amount
is
more
than
90
three-quarters of the world's federal officials to allow the
Now$119
supply. Soybeans are this na- use of soybeans as a meat suption's biggest agricultural ex- plement in the government-supNow
ported school lunch program.
port.
N $1
Soaring meat prices in 1973
But nearly all of the crop will
One Group
One Group
be fed to animals, soybean sparked the appearance in
processors say. Less than 5 per many areas of ground beef
cent will be used in such things mixed with TVP. Priced 10 to
as margarine, cooking oil and 20 per cent below the cost of
other soybean products for pure ground beef it is still
people.
Increasing direct human consumption of soybeans could be
of tremendous significance in
helping to solve the world's
Girls 8 Boys
Values to '2299
growing food shortage, scientists agr,ee.
16
It taks severar poivida • -of
..t$990
—Sir°
- vea9 ptit, fed ttiive-1,
.
N
stock, to
N)1
uce a Illutle
pound of animal protein. Yet in
SAN RAFAEL,Calif.(AP) —
Now
all but the poorest nations most •'A parent who insists on havof the population gets most of ing her child on toe' before age
its protein from meat.
10 can do permanent damage to
the child's feet," says DeeDee
The problem is that straight
Arnone, Mann County ballet
out of the pod soybeans have
what many consider to be a bit- and jazz dance teacher.
Off Reg. Price
-I showed X-rays of a child's
ter, unpleasant taste. Few but
foot to a mother who insisted
vegetarians eat them plain.
The solution is to make soy- her 8-year-old learn to dance on
One Group
One Group
toe. I explained that the joints
beans taste — and even look
could be damaged by the presand feel — like something else.
In this effort, the pliable na- sure, ending her child's dancing
hopes permanently."
ture of the soybean itself is a
She said she also warned the
help. Atkinson said chemists
consider soybeans the next best mother of many stresses in the
thing to magic beans because graceful art of ballet.
Values to '329°
Values to '2499
Nevertheless, the mother deof the seemingly endless list of
Now
products which can be made cided to enroll the child in anNow
other school.
from them.
"We call them 'stage mothA 60-pound bushel of soy- ers,'" said Mrs. Arnone, her$
processed
in
huge
beans,
when
pair
1
self mother of two.
plants like ADM's in Decatur
9°pair
Mrs. Arnone's approach to
$19
or Cargill's in Minnesota, yields the 5 and 8-year-olds in her
about 48 pounds of meal and 11 classes is to smile a lot and re- Selected Groups
Selected Group
pounds of oil. The rest is waste. strict the lesson to pre-ballet —
The oil has been used com- simple positions, correct posmercially since the 1930s as an ture and turns with no dancing
ingredient for paint and plastic. "on toe."
Henry Ford, an early soybean
enthusiast, built an exby Dingo
Values to '19°9 I
perimental car out of soybean
Values.'2499 Tos2899 plastic in 1941, but the idea
failed to catch on.
Soybean meal was thrown
away or used as fertilizer until
The first attempt at carryNow $
20
°° pair
Now $1 OW Or
the early 195(s.
mail in a balloon was
,
"We were just submerged in
made in August, 1859. The
the stuff. No one knew what to
Open til 8:00 p.m. Friday
balloon was to launch from
do with it," said Atkinson, who
Lafayette, Ind., with the final
has been seeking new uses for
destination as New York City.
the soybean through his 40-year
The famed flight landed 27
career as a chemist.
miles south of Lafayette, perIn the 1950s, however, soysuading the U.S. Postal Servbean meal began to be used as
ice it would be wise to abanmaster charg,
a
protein
supplement
in
feed
_. . .... .
Ki=
cattle, hogs and chickens, don the mail-by-balloon idea
, for
Paris, Tenn.
— CNS.
helping them grow bigger, fas-

Kentucky fried ekieken
After Thanksgiving

SALE

Friday & Saturday Only NovAtilt 29

Ladies
Ladies
Dress Shoes Dress & Sport
Shoes

4"

Ladies Hushpuppies &
Dress & Sport Buster Brown
Shoes
Shoes

Ballet Pupils
Shouldn'tGoOn
Toe Too Soon

. . . . ,e,„,. ,

tars more than it has if the
Court of Appeals reverses Williams' ruling. Some other counties also would benefit.
Scent said the suit was designed to clarify the state law
dealing with the allocation of
coal severance tax funds.
Attorneys for Clay County
said counties where the coal is
brought out of the ground
should receive the coal-4ex rebates.
Attorneys for Leslie County
argued that the funds should go
to thaw counties in which the
coal seams are found, regardless of where the mouth of the
mine is located.
In the case that brought the
controversy to a head, at issue
was the Shamrock Coal Mine,
which has its opening in Clay
County.
Leslie County Attorney Robert C. Muncey said 70 to 80 coal
mines have openings in one
county and coal seams in another.
Williams in his ruling agreed
with an advisory opinion issued
by Atty. Gen. Ed W. Hancock.
Hancock said it was his interpretation of the law that counties where coal seams are located should be entitled to the
tax rebates.
The Kentucky general assembly approved a bill in 1974 providing rebates to coal producing counties based on the
amount of taxes collected on
coal in each county.
Coal is taxed at 30 cents per
ton or 4 per cent of the sale
price, whichever is greater.
• The state estimates the amount
of revenue it expects from the

Attorneys for Qay County
bled the appeal after Franklin
Circuit Judge Squire Williams,
Jr., ruled on Oct. 16 that counties in which coal seams are located are eligible for coal severance tax rebates, not those
where the coal is taken out of
the ground.
Coal tax rebates abready
have been sent to coal producing counties, and Clay County
would receive thousands of dol-

We'll Eat More 'Magic' Soybeans

FISH DINNER • SHRIMP DINNER
2 pcs Fish Filer

State finance commissioner
William Scent, who filed the
suit against Clay and Leslie
counties to obtain a final ruling
on the allocating of coal tax rebates, said attorneys for both
sides have agreed to waive the
filing of additional briers.
Scent said had they not made
that decision the Court of Appeal's ruling could have been
delayed until sometime next
ye.ar

available in some stores. One
major Midwestern supermarket chain, which calls its
version of this product "TendR-Blend," said sales dropped
off slightly when meat prices
declined, but have remained
steady since.
"Now that we've got a way to
give soybeans texture, there's
no limit to what we'll be able to
do with them," said Atkinson,
who thinks young people will
acquire a taste for soybeans by
eating them in school.
"These beans are a wonder,"
Atkinson says. "You're going to
be eating a lot more of them in
the future."

coal tax in each county and returns half of the amount above
the estimate in the form of rebates.
The state has nothing at

stake in the controversy, Scent
said, because it will pay out the
Mime amount of money regardless of the final outcome of the
suit.

Sherry's Youth
Shop
Paris, Tenn.
Downtown,

Big Big
Diamond Sale
At Murray-McKenzie

Entire Stock

Handbags 20%

Men's Shoes Men's Shoes
Odds & Ends Dress & Sport

I
'
'

, Boys Boots
Men's
& Shoes Western Boots

First balloon mail
attempt was a flop

Sizes 3/
1
2to 6

Burnett's

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
DIAMONDS ON SALE
FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING

Shoes

Shop After Thanksgiving Sale
In Downtown Paris, Tenn.
Friday and Saturday, November 28 and 29
Tremendous Savings At Christmas Shppping Time
as.

. Savings_ I. Prsctically Every Stott',
Iv

Sponsored by Paris Downtown Business Association

••••

ty,

-1 •
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY,NOVEMBER VI, 1975
Look in the section in which superiors. On the personal side,
your birthday comes and find look for a happy reciprocation
what your outlook is, according of good will you've shown in the
to the stars.
past.
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Get an early start now. The
Even though you rejected it at forenoon hours will be best for
the time, a suggestion put to you realizing your aims through
some weeks ago will now prove acquaintances and contacts.
feasible. Followup — from a CAPRICORN
slightly different angle.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ld
TAURUS
Give top priority to career
Apr. 21 to May 21)
matters. No matter how
A complete break from desirable, by-pass other innormal activities could prove terests temporarily. It will pay
stimulating. Why not try out one later.
of those creative ideas you've AQUARIUS
had in mind?
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
Even though your day may be
May 22 to June 21) 11
4
1i- crowded and you are eager for
A successful start to a new accomplishment,don't overlook
enterprise indicated. For best "little" details. Seemingly
results, launch at midday. The minor factors could be exp.m. hours promise lively social tremely important.
activities.
PISCES
CANCER
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
0
f June 22 to July 23) 0
A day of great inspiration!
Don't shrug off another's Your innate perspicacity and
problem. It may be more knack for pleasing, applied in
serious than you think. Rather, the right areas, could bring.
give him (her) your undivided many unexpected benefits.
attention and, if you can, your
help.
YOU BORN TODAY WT enLEO
dowed with a billy brilliant
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
intellect and, being highly
Certain associates are likely imaginative as well, could
to prove exasperating now. In make a huge success in any of
fact, one you had counted on the arts. Unlike most Sagitmay try to back out on a tarians, business does not appromise. Don't YOU provide the peal to you especially but, in
excuse.
addition to your creative
VIRGO
abilities, you have scientific and
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
mechanical skills; could
Day particularly favors oc- become a highly successful
cupational interests. Praise electrical engineer, for inshould come your way for a stance. You have a penchant for
difficult job well handled.
higher learning, are ambitious
LIBRA
and willing to work hard to
'Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
achieve your lofty goals. On the
Mixed influences. Except the personal side, you are a unexpected. Others involved in delightful conversationalist, an
your activities may have amiable companion and genermisunderstood arrangements. ous to a fault. Birthdate of:
William Blake, poet, painter,
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 111.04V,' mystic; Artur Rubinstein,
A favorable day for handling pianist, composer; Brooks
negotiations, dealing with Atkinson, dramatic critic.

)eW

HERE'S YOUR THANK.561VIN6
DINNER .TUCKE4e, MASHED
POTATOES, GRAVif AND
CRANBERRY SAUCE

I'M STARVING --WHEN WILL THE
TURKEY EiE
READY ?

-ERNIE
84,5Wmict6.2.

'TN ESE PEOPLE
EAT BUNNIES!!

I ,CAN'T HELP BUT WONDER
WHAT KIND OF OthINER SNOOPS'
15 NAVIN& OUT THERE 041 THE
DESEZT 101114 THE COYOTES

In

FR
lucky
fires
Dui
Tietvo
were
fires

A TENBE AiattENT ay WEN: nee ANIMA19
LOOK MRILY AT THE NEWCOWER NONE
HAVE SEEN SUCH 04 CREA7L/RE(NONE
OTHER EXISTS ..

WHY NOT
GO OUTSIDE
AND
MAKE A
ci
SNOWMAN

=,6A

W N OLJ
Wk N
WiT1-1 A GIRL WE'D
JUST TAKE
A LONG WALK

OAD, r

NEED
SOME MONEY TO
TAKE JANET
OUT TONIGHT

JUST LOOK 140W THAT MOUND
OF MA54ED POTATOES'5E75 OFF
TNE E.ROwN ERAVY, AND Ti-4E
BRILLIANT COLOZS OF THE
PEAS, BEETS AND CORN
BLEND TOGET)-1ER 50
BEAUTIFULL)/

_

,124:g

Crossword Puzzler
2 Tardy
3 High card
4 Pronoun
5 Holds in
high regard
6 Shortcoming
7 Mcvntaini

ACROSS
1 Blaze
6 Grew dim
11 Sets
12 Places in
line
14 Evaluate

of Europe

/5 Yellow in

8 Expire
hue
9 Printer s
17 College
measure
degree
10 Charges the
(abbr
account of
18 Haill
19 Prison com- 11 Talk idly
13 Satiates
partments
18 Toward
20 Suitable
shelter
21 Preposition
19 Bivalve
22 Rain and
mollusks
hail
20 Fall short
23 Satiate
22 Skid
24 Teutonic
23 Craftier
deity
26 Nobleman
25 Crippled
26 Happiness 27 Coin
28 Indefinite
27 Obscures
number
28 Go by water
29 Slides
31 At this place
32 Part0110

DOWN
1 Fragrance

oces
JiLr-rct.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

Answer to Tuesday
Puzzle

29 Rock
30 Ignite
31 Food fish
32 Beast
33 Substance
35 Imitation
38 Poems
39 Infant (collog1

Phone 753-2571

Chestnut Stree

Wii,1U.-Ig ;11X:3
JfU =tie
?,LJ'
Eg.?.IAMP MUC'9OU
3.5:A
PII".j2
OMAU MPT DJSU
77.)M 00T.2
t.,11. HU
OZ.
11W-7 WW1'. ..
7'.1r2P
DEP
Wr-1.
112E7Aii [41V-1

Black s Decker

ALL-PURPOSE
WORKMATE

41 Mountain on
Crete
42 Experimental
room (collog.)
44 Negal(ve
prefix
46 Symbol for
tantalum

Fold-away portable work center, vise and sawhorse, all in
one. Vise holds materials to
79001
10" W. 3274" high.

wes,p...,
Velocipede
Iv $999

The Best Shape Showers
Have Ever Been In!

wtheam

34 Measure
duration of
35 Indulgence
36 Compass
point
37 Number
38 Made of oak
39 Tiny amount
40 A state
(abbr
41 Unemployed
person
42 Tibetan
priest
43 Omits from
pronunciation
45 Kettledrum
47 Wipe out
48 Tag
r

CAN sit:A.J
KEEP rr
WARM;
SARGE WENT
TO GET HiS
COLOR
CAMERA

Deluxe Mixmast.r
MIXER

12" $1249

SUNDAY ONLY

with
DOUGH HOOKS
For Breadmaking

11
wwei

Can Opener
RenrovoMe ctottmq assembly; Mendsfree operotoon 20 6 'IC3211 V

V:4
pier

by

sited

*stare

yndicate, Inc.

11.24

Twelve-speed motor handles even
heavy bread dough. Mixer removes
for portable use. 2 bowls.
1-71/3

Valvoline 10W-40

MOTOR Oil

Thanksgiving
Buffet

SHOWER

Serving 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Menu
*Turkey & Dressing
with giblet gravy
*Baked Ham
*Fresh Cranberry Salad
*Candied Yams

$4®
‘.

MURRAY

Where Dtntftg is; Pleasure
753-5984

Hwy 641 S.

BLENDER
Nith 3 Bleed/Stere Jars
Blender has 5 regulai
speeds, 3 "cycle" speeds
Large 5-cep glass container
Three 8 oz. glass jars with
screw-oe covers for blending small adiouitts with less
waste, easy storing.
2033/533-14115

CB $9995

Children
Under 12
/
1
2Price

OF

••• •

T Scout
23 Channel

*4 Vegetables
•Wide Assortment
of Salads
*Pumpkin Pie
*Choice of Beverage

j eacitaik

8-Speed

Limit 10qts.
Weekend Special

PROPANE
TORCH

31/2 QUART 1
CROCK POT
Cooks all day- safely
•(fasttenidect$ Genuine stoneware inside.
3101A/X

REMINGTON "Wingmaster
PUMP SHOTGUN
CASSETTE
Tape Recorder 2
6
88

Evan gas,flow qives constant
heat output too safety,
economy. UL listed TT555

End -of tape shutoff
protects battery, giotor
AC / DC/optionaPauto
'adaptor M841715

12 Gauge With Ventilated
Rib Barrel

ANSI
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Improved Fire Control Keeping State Forests Safer
FRANKFORT, Ky
Kentucky is suffering fewer forest
fires now than ever before.
During the five-year period
hitween 1965 and 1969, there
were an average of 2,733 forest
fires each year. Between 1970

Sears

and 1974, the number dropped to division
of forestry in the
1,752. During the spring of 1975 Kentucky
Department for
there were 860 forest fires — the Natural
Resources and Enbest record for any spring forest virorunental
Protection, is due
fire season in Kentucky.
to an improved fire control and
The improvement, according prvention
program — parto Harry Nadler, director of the ticularly
a personal contact
program.
Finding debris burning to be
the number one cause of forest
fires in Kentucky, forestry
officials have been going doorto-door and field-to-field visiting
residents of areas that have had
trouble with forest fires to
explain fire season in Kentucky.

For instance, to a farmer who
needs to burn a field to clear it,
the forestry officials would
recommend that the burning de
done either early in the morning
or late in the afternoon before
winds pick up. They would
advise that the farmer plow the
field first and that only email
sections of the field be burned at
a time. Otherwise,so much heat
might be generated that flames
could flare up, carrying over to
nearby areas.
Starting at the top of a hill is
another recommendation. That
way the fire will burn down the
hill slowly. lithe fire 13 begun at
the bottom of a hill, drafts
probably would carry sparks on
uP.
Suggestions for burning trash
include plowing or raking the
areas clear before beginning
the fire. Burn only when the
wind is down. Keep hand tools
and water nearby to put out spot
fires. And, most importantly,
don't leave a fire until it is out.
There are laws mandating
recomthese
of
some

Where America
Shop,for 1:ifis

mile Hosea NEWS
November 23, 1975

YOUR SYMBOL OF
EXCIPTIONAL VALUE
An Mem Spec tally Solisct•41
as An Outstanding Duy

n1111/1111

SAVE $80
Microwave Oven with Automatic
Defrost Cycle, 600 Watts of Power
$369.95
1111 FA IS WA

ik an

ADULTS 134
NURSERY 4
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mr. Richard Knight, 1602
Kirkwood, Murray, Miss Paula
Beecham, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Mr. Rex E. Smith, Bx 35,
Puryear, Mrs. Judy D. Faith
and Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Benton,
Mrs. Kathryn L. Butler, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mr. Chrles M. Morris,
215 S. 16th., Murray, Mrs.
Marge L. Foster, 822 S. 9th.,
Murray, Mr. James T. Wilson,
Box 322, Murray, Mr. Clyde
McMullins, 110 Spruce, Murray,
Mrs. Katie A. Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mr. Samuel A. Givens,
412 S. 8th., Murray, Mrs. Grace
E. Jones, New Concord, Mr. C.
A. Towsend, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Mr. George L. Green, Rt. 7,
Murray, Miss Maude Todd, Rt.
7, Murray.

MY OW
IBSO
THURSDAY IS

BAR-B-Q SALE DAY
CHICKEN
RIBS

New artificial
lung successful

MURIA 111. 1411111

2 pcs BOO Chicken

A University of California,
Irvine College of Medicine,
research team studying a
new type of artificial lung reports success in lifesaving efforts in patients with severe
respiratory failure.
The team, headquartered
at the Orange County Medical
Center, is one of nine medical
groups in the nation testing
the so-called extracorporeal
membrane oxygenator, or
EC2.10.

2 BBQ Ribs

$12,
Save 204

JIM McKEE SUPPLY CO.

Both meals sorved with fresh coleslaw,
potatoes IL 2 buttered EONS
ON.,Good9mIteri Tom Only

Kentucky fried eiticket
1113Sycamore

11460:
„-Kenmo La ge capacity Washer with
2 Speeds, 5 Cycles and "Quiet Pak"'

753-7101

e9047)063)0014)6WWND66041)

'2399.

Ti a. $299.45

niendations, including some
local ordinances prohibiting
trash burning. Nadler said
enforcement of those laws, and
a campaign to inform people
about the laws and their enforcement, has helped to cut
down the number of fires.
Last year, as a result of court
action initiated by the division
of forestry, 328 persons had to
pay for the cost of suppressing
the fires they began. Many also
were forced to pay fines.
Carelessness, said Nadler, is
the main cause of the fires.
However, arson is a leading
cause, with 406 such fires
burnign 10,771 acres last year.
Arson is a felony that carries a
prison sentence of one year or
more. Nadler said that each
year the state sends people to
prison for this offense.
Behind debris burning, the
number two cause of forest fires
in 1974 was smoking, which
caused 452 fires and burned
14,251 acres. During 1974, a total
of 2,073 forest fires burned
49,775 acres in Kentucky.

of If MIMI

411b..—

DIAMOND
SPECIALS!

AWAT4T431011444WANOMMIRAN

MONEY-BACK guarantee

44

WI It SIN YOU A MIN DIAMOND
AMID 411111101111016111010 POO
oe akin WON,vow mosey.
IDIOM MI SAYS

Can,Vise Oty
Mom le
Wee
d).

This
Christmas
look what

Less

SAVE $10

i Hi 01,11 I

100% Solid-State
Black and White
Portable TV

11%
.1...,

LV•%
•
"

\
12110
p
.

$188
00
will buy!

1 CARAT
DIAMOND
Your Choice

12 inch diagonal
measure picture

$388

"

We Ihe si•

-

SAVE $40

HIS

OR

HER

Diamon
Solitaire

Kenmore
Dishwasher Needs
No Pre-Rinsing

2CARATDIAMONDS

$398
$888

11 a. 5229.93

Your Choice
88800

Orairtities ... So km

We Are The In States Largest Diamond and Jewelry Organization .More Diamonds *More Value

SAVE $40
Digital Control
Garage Door
Opener
s.• $209.95

iSMIISSM/
VI SS 11s
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:79.0 110w $ 1 19
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:go NOW $1
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Doak ha hid
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Isselissel Solitaire

:21 00W $ 169

1.1

»ow

Utiles Oct*

Chew ha
NOW 149

929 :4. Now $159

Powermate Uktit,
Beater Bar
Canister Vacuum
%a. $97.00
$8
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31111/S13
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omarcer%:-..7-0.4406*-Ni....**4,
44~10086-:
Irks MIMS Dec.
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we CAIN Mat •Sinai ma lishiasi est beaded
Scent Catalog Sales Office
Soutbside Shwas COW - 153-1310

lads Instwia

Now $450 :e NOW 5239 sii•
»ow $139
Diamond
Pendants , Diamond Earrings
•
._
Your
C Rea.•

lady liescslist
NOW 199

LATEST

Diatanth I ct
1.•00

266
1

$1150° •

e'xf4e4..79eso
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sow
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DIA/10110
CENTERS
IN
UNION CRT-CAIRO
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EtAINITY
RINGS
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NOW $239
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WISDOM 0111,11TY
Loose Diamonds
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with Philco GUARANTEED

2-YEAR
RALABOR
GUARANTEE

Take Time to
Give Thanks

ON 100% SOLID STATE BOSS 300 CONSOLE COLOR TV

By Abigail Van Buren

"For two years after delivery, we'll fix anything that's our fault."
1 9"diagonal

0 IIRS by Chicago TrIbune-Pd Y News Sync,

HEADY APPETITE—A pigeon perches on the head
of Genie Cantrell at Columbia, S.C., waiting for a handout.

Department Joins Fight
To Do Away With
Ban On Drug Ads
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Justice Department has joined
a fight to do away with the
pharmaceutical
profession's
ban on advertising prices for
prescription drugs.
The department filed suit
Monday in U.S. District Court
in Grand Rapids, Mich., to
force the American Pharmaceutical Association and its
Michigan affiliate to abandon a
restriction prohibiting member
pharmacists from advertising
drug prices.
But the issue may be settled
first in the U.S. Supreme Court,
which is expected to rule soon
on if case challenging a Virginia law prohibiting advertising of prescription drug prices.
Or it could be settled by the
Federal Trade Commission,
which last June proposed regulations overturning all state
laws and professional restrictions on such advertising. The
FTC invited public comment on
the proposal and has not yet
announced a final decision.
The FTC estimated that consumers could save over $130
million a year through the comparison shopping that advertising would make possible.
An Associated Press survey
in 12 cities last April showed
that the prices of three oftenused prescription drugs vary
considerably within a city. In
Chicago, for example,a Darvon
prescription sold for $1.90 at a
cut-rate midtown drugstore, $3
at a drugstore in a low-income
area and $3.90 at a suburban
pharmacy.

The government lawsuit al..eged that the 50,000-member
national pharmacists association and the 3,400-member
Michigan State Pharmaceutical
Association violate federal antitrust law by including an antiadvertising clause in their code
of ethics.
But the APA board of
trustees voted last July to revise the section of the code
which states that pharmacists
"should not solicit professional
practice by means of advertising," said an association
spokesman.
The revised section says a
pharmacist "should strive to
provide information to patients
regarding professional services
truthfully, accurately and fully,
and should avoid misleading
patients regarding the nature,
cost or value of pharmaceutical
services."
The APA spokesman said
members are expected to approve the change in mail balloting now in progress.

Astronomer finds
giant galaxy
Discovery of a galaxy far
more distant than any yet
identified has been reported
by a University of California,
Berkeley, astronomer.
Appearing only as a dim
spot on a photograph, the giant galaxy containing thousands of billions of stars is
calculated to be some eight
billion light years from the
earth.

ENSEMBLE COLOR T.V. CONSOLE

DEAR READERS: Today is Thanksgiving,so take•few
minutes to think about what you have to be thankful for.
How's your health? Not so good? Well, thank God you've
lived this long. A lot of people haven't. You're hurting?
Thousands—maybe millions—are hurting more.(Have you
ever visited a veterans' hospital? Or a rehabilitation clinic
for crippled children?1
If you awakened this morning and were able to hear the
birds sing, use your vocal chords to utter human sounds,
walk to the breakfast table on two good legs and read the
newspaper with two good eyes—praise the Lord! A lot of
people couldn't.
How's your pocketbook? Thin? Well, most of the living
world is a lot poorer. No pensions. No welfare. No food
stamps. No Social Security. In fact, one-third of the people
in the world will go to bed hungry tonight.
Are you lonely? The way to have a friend is to BE one. If
nobody calls you, call them. Go out of your way to do
something nice for somebody. It's a sure cure for the blues.
Are you concerned about your country's future? Hooray!
Our system has been saved by such concern. Concern for
honesty in government, concern for peace and concern for
fair play under the law. Your country may not be a rose
garden, but it also is not a patch of weeds.
Freedom rings! Look and listen. You can still worship at
the church of your choice, case a secret ballot and even
criticize your government without fearing a knock on the
head or a knock on the door at midnight. And if you want to
live under a different system, you are free to go. There are
no walls or fences—nothing to keep you here.
As a final thought, I'll repeat my Thanksgiving Prayer:
0, heavenly Father: We thank Thee for food and
remember the hungry
We thank Thee for health and remember the sick.
We thank Thee for friends and remember the friendless
We thank Thee for freedom and remember the
enslaved.
May these remembrances stir us to service
That Thy gifts to us may be used for others. Amen.
Have a wonderful Thanksgiving and may God bless you
and yours.
Love,

BIG 40" CABINET

for outstanding performance, dependability
• Philco 10/15 picture tube for bright, sharp picture;
deep, rich colors
•Cosmetic Color Circuit for natural,
lifelike flesh tones
• Memory-Matic VHF preset fine
tuning
MODEL C4850 FBK YOUR CHOICE OF
MEDITERRANEAN AND EARLY AMERICAN
FURNITURE STYLING

Ir
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

a

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 9o. m-9 p. m. Daily
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304
Ill

III
III

$

REGULAR/UNSCENTED

•

III
Ill
Ill
III
Ill
III
III
Ill
Ill
Ill
III

Plusiron
5 Fresh Fruit flavors.
5 Fun Animal shapes.

tig,

II

(
10,7

60 Tablets
$2.79 Value
Save $1.13

$166

V3 toy2Off
One Group
BLOUSES
1/
3 off

Downtown Shopping Center

L$

Say-rite Saves You SO'

Excedrin P. M.
Night time pain reliever
1.39 Value 30 Tablets

rExcedrin PM.

SAVE 51"

THE Nitoly TONI PAIN'MLA vtli

88

Specials

One Group
PANTSUITS

ROLL-ON
DEODORANT

66 Regulars

ele

One Group
SPORTSWEAR
tc,
off
54

$1.36 Value

60 Tablets
$2.69 Value
Save ;1.03

Vitamins

III
III

Al
BII

ill
Ill

Chewable
Cold Tablets
for Children

Ill
III
III
III

Ill
Ill
Ill

RIN
0

$3.10 Value
Save $1.14

165 Tablets

Plow
and
cove

TABLETS
$1 96

36 Tablets 484
W Value
Save 38'
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Ill
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Ill
ill
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ill
Ill
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III
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III
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2040ff,,,
white
rain

$2.29
Value

SHAMPOO

Csepel, Expires 11 -21-7S
f'•
4424V •
4 0.
ie9MD404
Min
!lnDlan
Ca;Peti Gisehtely At Sav-Rs

•*

Ill
=•
on•

11 oz.
$1.69
Value

white
HAI RSPRAY
Fine Quality
Better Price
• Regular
o Extra Hold
•Aknseented
• Lemon

-- •

Thursday
November 27
Only

NOON
TO
8 P.M.

TODDLERS

POLO SHIRT

LAY-AWAY
FOR
CHRISTMAS!

t
REG. 1.33
100% cotton polo shirt with crew
neck and matching cuff. Features
cute screen print. Sizes 1-4.

MENS
DOUBLE KNIT
DRESS

SLACKS

25-COUNT BOTTLE

400' BONUS PACK

MELCOR

BOUILLON CUBE

Fin.90,-SWIYP
Htincit-Wral)

CALCULATOR
Solve math problems in seconds with this pocket size
6-digit, 4-function, battery
operated calculator. Battery
not included.

REG. 7.33
Choose beef, chicken, vegetable or onion flavors.

Deluxe make slacks 4tre Available
In both solid and fancy knit fabrics.
They feature weatern front pockets
and reese back pockets. Flare leg.
Sizes 30-42.

MIN. 180

CUPID

BLANKETS

USE YOUR BANK
CREDIT CARD
AT
BIG K!

REG,770
ankets in pretty polyester with 5" nylon binding. In assorted colors.

Warm

Delicious ingredient to add t
holiday cooking!
REG. 1.66

GALVANIZED
RURAL

WARING

BLENDER

'1144

EASTERN

COOKER
FRYER

99

Sound Wave
Portable

REG. 24.88
perblender
-speed
Multi
forms many functions to
short cut your kitchen cuting and chopping.

Old Fashion
AM-FM
Solid State

00

MAIL
BOX

Radio
AM/FM
Operates on
AC/DC
Reg.$19w

Radio
Reg. $24.76

Roasts, fries, stews, cooks
and warms. Fire King glass
cover. 6-quart capacity.

Great buy on an all-weather mail box. Meets U.S.
Post Office standards.

Toasts, broils, defrosts T.V.
dinners. Saves on electricity,
too! Great gift for anyone.

M E '6VA.°U
0S
10" Stoneware

Dinner
Plates
White Only
Reg. 3 for $100

Melamac
Platter
Reg.$3,97

Hams

SHEER

Final
Net

KNEE
-HI'S

8 oz.
Reg. $166

16 oz.
With Natural Juices

tinal
net

$297
Pretty scuffs feature velour
insole, crepe optsole. Ma- Great to wear under slacks.
chine washable-. In assorted Three pair per 'package. In
sizes and colors.
sand, tropican and coffee.

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
L imit Rights Rewr ved

BANKAMERICARO

753-8777
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Hancock's Super Fall Fabric Sale
Begins Friday Morning 9 A. M.
Continues One Full Week!

$

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

BURLINGTON/KLOPMAN FABRICS

COATS & CLARK

98

DM_ DUTY THREAD
SkolS
•-- 70 fCr4

*NOTHING HELD BACK FROM FALL '75 LINE
•SURALINE *KNITS
EVERYTHING!

5 SPOOLS
$1 00

BUTTONS

NEW SELECTION

OVER 2 MILLION LA MODE
UNCAPPED BUTTONS
VAL TO S1 00 EACH

POLYESTER KNITS

2'
98c

Il

EACH

cent
tenth
Prim
crea
Th,
futur
over
to do
creas
prov
Th
11 ini
tober
liquic
!none
pemi
Fiv
delivi
for pl
new s
The
dicatc
avera
Coh
index
asset
rate i
dicat

1

98,

OVER 10,000 NEW YARDS'
ALL 60" WIDE

Uk

w.
said
dical
monl
slow

ViiND

Jac

REPEAT OF A SELLOUT'
ORANGE HauLL

IRON-ON
INTERFACING

KNIT SCISSORS

*24- FUSABLE POLYESTER
*REG. S1.98 YARD
.NO LIMIT
*3 YD PRE-PACK

*REG S6 00 EACH
eSTAINLESS STEEL
*FOR KNITS & OTHER FABRICS

Paducah, Ky.
Cardinal Point Shopping Center
Mon.-Fri. 9-9
Sat. 9 a. m. - 6 p. m.

198

3 YARDS $100

4

powe
crim
Dece
Th,
yield
mem
redim
1.aFc
SUIT(
Carr
Wast
recer
the
Depa
In

YARD

*WOOL BLENDS INCLUDED
•
•60" WIDE
*WOOL POLYESTER, WOOL NYLON
*VALUES TO S8.98 YD

ii

SHADES

YARD

DECORATOR FELT 12" WIDE
•••

Bol
Bail
show
son c
awar
Pa'
Clan
the b
place
Tir
ciaug
1603]
of br
the
Cab

SUrVI

WOOL REMNANTS

PERM PRESS CORDUROY
129
*50°0 POLYESTER - 50"0 COTTON
•ALL FALL DUSTY EARTH

•••••121.1. ••

showr

LA
upon
Worn
prop
Fede

ENTIRE STOCK

*LUMBERJACK PLAIDS & JUVENILE PATTERNS
•45- WIDE
•50°0 POLYESTER , 5010 COTTON
•REG. S2.39 YD.

*5000 WOOL - 50°0 RA YON
ell' WIDE
;GREAT FOR TAFLECLOTHES
CHRISTMAS TREE SKIRTS DECORATIONS, ETC.
*14 COLORS

Cann
on Nc

Ti

PRINTED FLANNEL QUILTING

*45" WIDE
•REG. S3.98 YARD

memi
ths
Peri

$998
YARD

ENTIRESTOCK

PRINTED JERSEY FABRICS
•ALL BOLT GOODS
•45"-60- WIDE
*MOSTLY 10000 NYLON
•ALL MACHINE WASHABLES
.FROM AMERICA'S FINFST MANI.IFACTUDFRt

1/2

OFF

SUPER CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS FOR
SHIRTS, BLOUSES, DRESSES, CAFTAN, ETC.

SA
of Cl
me N
cons
Pres
U.
Mac
sequ
sent
expc

,gto,

--then
to be
they
Or

